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Unemployment Replaces Inflation
As Number One Economic Concern
By TIMOTHY HARPER
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Unemployment has replaced inflation as the
top economic concern of
Americans, according to the latest
Associated Press-NBC News poll.
The nationwide telephone poll,
of 1,602 adults in a scientific random sampling Dec. 14-15, also
showed little improvement in last
month's dip in public opinion
regarding President Reagan and
the future of the economy
Yet the poll said the president
continues to get higher ratings
when respondents are asked
whether they trust him to do what
is right.
Forty-one percent said high
unemployment is the most important economic problem for the
government to help control during
the next three years, while 29 per-

cent said high inflation is the most
important, 24 percent said high interest rates and 6 percent said not
sure.
When that question was asked in
two AP-NBC News polls during
the summer — before interest
rates and inflation fell and
unemployment rose — inflation
was by far considered the most
important economic problem.
The government says inflation
was running at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 10.6 percent
in August, compared with 4.4 percent in October. November
figures for the Consumer Price Index have not been released.
The annual rate for the first 10
months of 1981 was 9.6 percent —
down from 12.4 percent last year.
Unemployment was at 7.2 percent in August, compared with
November's 8.4 percent. Reagan

administration economists have
warned it could reach 9 percent —
matching a postwar record — during the current recession.
By narrow margins,
respondents in the latest poll were
more likely to say their personal
family finances and the economy
in general will not improve over
the next year.
Twenty-six percent said they expect their families will be worse
off, while 20 percent said better
off. Similarly, 24 percent said the
economy in general will get better
and 36 percent said worse. The remainder in both cases said things
would stay the same or they were
unsure.
Those results are consistent
with the responses in the October
and November polls, which marked a turnaround from polls earlier
this year, when respondents were

twice as likely to say their personal finances and the economy in
general would improve as they
were to say things would be worse.
In the latest poll, 48 percent said
Reagan is doing a good qt._ excellent job as president,compared
with last month's 46 percent.
And 36 percent said Reagan is
doing a good or excellent job in
handling the economy, compared
with last month's low of 35 percent.
Yet 57 percent said they trust
Reagan to do what is right just
about always or most of the time,
compared with 58 percent last
month.
As with all sample surveys, the
results of AP-NBC News polls can
vary from the opinions of all
Americans because Of chance
variations in the sample.

Polpnd Threatens Catholic Priests
STOP,IF YOU CAN — Even though this morning's freezing rain
resulted in a winter wonderland, driving conditions were hazardous.
r
Rain is forecast to continue tonight and tomorrow, but warme
temperatures are expected.
Staff Photo by Jennie Gordon

By The Associated Press
Roman Catholic priests
reportedly have been beaten and
arrested in Poland, and Communist Party sources say the
government has threatened to
move against the church if it leads

opposition to military rule, according to uncensored dispatches
from Poland.
Church sources said Sunday
that priests were attacked in the
cities of Wroclaw and Gdansk,
where the church has been heavily

involved with the now-banned independent labor federation
Solidarity. There were no details
of the incidents.
In other developments:
—Solidarity •leader Lech
Walesa, who has refused to

cooperate with authorities since
he was detained, has reportedly
been moved from a government
guesthouse near Warsaw, probably to general staff headquarters in the capital, after his
(Continued On Page 2) •

Bitter-Cold Arctic Weather Moves South,
Responsible For At Least Four Deaths
_By The Associated Press
A bitter-cold "puddle of arctic
air" poured unexpectedly into the
South, reaching to the southernmost tip of the nation and leading
to the deaths of at least four people.
Three people died in northern
California, meanwhile,as a major
storm kicked up the ocean and
dumped torrents of rain that caused mudslides and floods.
All Florida was subjected to the
freeze, as Key West, the usually
balmy resort island, reported
temperatures that felt near freezing with the wind-chill factor.
It was so cold in Atlanta, 9
degrees, that the symphony orchestra canceled an indoor concert,' fearing damage to their
woodwinds in the drafty Omni International hall.

authorities said.
In New Bern, N.C., a woman
died trying to remove her stepfather from their burning home
during a fire apparently touched
off by an electric heater, Craven
County authorities said. The stepfather's death was attributed to a
heart attack suffered before the
blaze broke out and his wife was
hospitalized for smoke inhalation.
Off the coast of northern California, fisherman Charles Dillard,
76, of Santa Cruz, died as he was
heaved into the ocean when giant
waves tossed a boat. Two companions survived,authorities said.
Don Colton, a weather service
hydrologist, said there was
weekend flooding along the
Sacramento, Russian, Eel, Smith
Klamath, Van Duzen and
American rivers in California.

The southern freeze Sunday
reached from Tennessee and the
Carolinas to Georgia and Florida,
and sleet storms hit central and
southwestern Arkansas and
Mississippi.
The temperature in
Tallahassee, in the Florida
panhandle, dipped to 15, breaking
the old record of 20 for that date
set in 1929. It was 50 in Key West,
breaking the 1950 record of 55. The
National Weather Service said the
winds there produced a wind-chill
factor near freezing.
It was 36 in Miami, breaking the
record of 39 set for the date in 1943.
Three residents of a house
trailer in Oriole Beach,Fla., in the
panhandle, died of apparent
smoke inhalation when their
makeshift wood-burning heater
caught the home on fire,

The coldest city in Georgia was
Clayton, in the northern part of
the state, with a temperature of 4
degrees. Cornelia registered 7
degrees, Savannah had 18 and
Athens had 13.
The freeze, which threatened
citrus crops, was caused by "a big
puddle of arctic air" that drifted
in from the polar regions of northern Canada, said weather service meterologist Jim Duke.
It was 14 in Charleston, S.C.,
and 12 in Columbia,S.C.
In Bristol, Tenn., on the Virginia
border, it was8 degrees.
Residents of Indianapolis and
Decatur, Ill., awoke to
temperatures of 11 below, 30
degrees below normal, and
subzero readings were reeorded
from southern Minnesota to
western Ohio.

IRS Awaits Judges' Ruling On Discrimination
1

The IRS has cited racial
discrimination as the basis for
revoking more than 100 exemptions and denying tax-exempt
status to an unspecified number of
other private schools over the past
11 years.
But of those seeking tax-exempt
status — at least five other cases
are pending in U.S. Tax Court —
the only two which specifically
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Israel's Prime Minister Says
State Can Live Without Pact
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policies are founded on religious
beliefs.
"The unquestioned First
Amendment right to free religious
belief and exercise does not carry
with it a guarantee of any person's
or corporation's entitlement to
tax-exempt status," government
lawyers argue.
On the other side, Salt Lake City
lawyer Oscar W. McConkie Jr.
argues: "I don't think that the Internal Revenue Service can say
that as a matter of national policy
that the government is opposed to
racism and therefore we're going
to take you out of your tax-exempt
status because we believe your
religious views are racist." McConkie's views are contained in a
friend-of-the court brief filed on
behalf of the 2.8-million-member
Mormon Church.

4

JERUSALEM (AP) — Prime
Minister Menachem Begin,
furious over the U.S. reaction to
Israel's annexation of the Golan
Heights, scrapped the new
strategic pact with the United
States and said time Jewish state
can live without it.
"You have no right to punish
Israel," Begin told U.S. Ambassador Samuel Lewis on Sunday. "What kind of talk is this,
punishing Israel? Are we your
vassal state? Are we a banana
republic? Are we 14-year-old boys
who get their fingers slapped
when they don't behave?"
Lewis was summoned to Replies

residence two days after President Reagan suspended talks on
Implementing the strategic agreement spelled out in a memorandum of understanding signed Nov.
30.
"The people of Israel have lived
3,700, years Without a memorandum of understanding with
America, and will continue
another 3,700 years to live without
it," Begin said. "In our view, this
Is the cancellation of the
memorandum."
It was Begin's most emotional
and bitter attack on the United
States and the latest feud in
(Continued On P401)
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Polish Crisis.

••

v,:ler ea bouts became known.
ambassador to the
United States, 61-year-old
Fornuald Spasowski, was granted
pilitical asylum hi Washington
alter 'tete ting Sunday to protest
the detainment "by force" of
1,4 alesa
The S,viet news agency Tass
„today abruptly dropped a report,
carried by Radio
repeated
Moscow's foreign broadcast Sunday, that 1,300 people were trapped in the Katowice region's
Ziemovit !nine after unionists
blew up an exit. Tass reported today tivit. Solidarity extremists
were trying to cause "disorders"
but all mining industries were
orking normally. A Soviet
source in Moscow said Polish
farmers were defying the martial
law regime, withholding tons of
..food frcan market.
- East Germany's ADN news
agency said rail and truck con-

voys of milk and other relief supplies were rolling into Poland today, while a Warsaw Radio broadcast monitored in London said
close to 20,000 civilians joined
troops to clear tracks of a heavy
snowfall.
—Swedish radio quoted
"reliable sources" as saying a list
was compiled of 200 people killed
since martial law was declared
eight days ago. Roman Catholic
Church sources said they verified
the names of 1,100 people detained
but estimated as many as 40,000
may actually be held. Solidarity
sources said the government has
claimed 2,600 people are under arrest and say they assume the
number is of those who face
longterm jailings.
—The official Polish radio
reported acts of sabotage by factory workers and authorities today said the sprawling Gdansk
shipyards and port installations in

(C.antinued From Page 1)
Gdynia and Sopot will be closed
until after the holidays. A Foreign
Ministry official in Warsaw
reported a stand-off between
workers occupying an acetylene
bottling works and troops in Gdansk.
Independent reports from
Poland reaching the West could
not be confirmed because normal
communications links with the
country were severed by martial
law authorities. Western
reporters' dispatches from Poland
are restricted and subject to censorship.
Poles filled churches Sunday —
the only place they're allowed to
freely assemble under martial
law — and heard a plea for calm
issued by Archbishop Jozef
Glemp, Roman Catholic primate
for Poland.
Glemp said peace is necessary
to safeguard the church's future
as well as the country's.

In Warsaw's Church of the Holy
Cross, the scene of massed police
assault in demonstrators Thursday,the priest exorted the faithful
to pray for "our murdered
brothers" — a possible reference
to seven miners the government
says were shot by police at a coal
mine near Katowice last week.
Two papal envoys arrived in
Warsaw on Sunday in an attempt
to find a peaceful solution to the
tense situation.
Spasowski's defection was
reported on Radio Warsaw. Polish
officials said he had been suffering depression and had been called home. They did not report his
remarks accusing the government
of "brutality and inhumanity."
Spasowski said his action was an
"expression of solidarity" with
Solidarity leader Walesa.
Many of the detainees are being
held. in large camps in the
Mazurian Lake district in nor-

theast Poland near the Soviet
border. Other detention centers
include an enclosed arena built for
Nazi rallies in the 1930s in the
former German city of Wroclaw,
the dispatches said.
Many intellectuals and Solidarity activists from the Warsaw area
were first imprisoned in
Bialoleka, but most have since
been moved because of the
deplorable conditions.
Temperatures inside the cells
were said to have dropped below
freezing.
Up to a dozen mines were
reported closed by strikers in
southern Poland.
However, an official Polish
radio broadcast monitored in London today claimed that after talks
with workers in Katowice province, police ended protests at
three mines and a repair shop.
In Jelenia Gora province, Radio
Warsaw said, Polish army of-

ficers had talked workers into
resuming production at nine factories.
Five provinces did not benefit
from a two-hour relaxation in the
10 p.m. to 6 a.m.curfew in the rest
of the country.
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Nursing Advisory Committee
Head Pleased With Meeting
A I5-member Nursing Advisory
Board appointed by the Department of Nursing at Murray State
University to provide off-campus
expert's° in several areas of nursing and health _care met for the
first time on the campus Wednesday, Vec. 16.
Dr. Martha Erwin, chairman of
The D.Tartment of Nursing, said
the initial session "went very
%ken' ari ! she is "quite pleased
ith the progress made in add! essing some of the issues that
are critical, not only in West Kent:cky but all over Kentucky."
Members of the advisory board
are:
Han Akin of Paducah, associate
administrator of Western Baptist
Hospital; Dr. Clegg Austin, Murray physician; Sylvia Carson,
E.N., of Paducah; Dr. Ruth E.
Cole of Murray, retired chairman.of 41 .! Murray State DepartmeM
of Nursing; Ray Dunn of Murray;
lorialrl Fox of Paducah,executive

•

director of the West Kentucky director of the continuing educaMental Health-Mental Retarda- tion program in the Department of
tion Board, Inc., Dr. Hal E. Nursing; Mary Jane Overby,
Houston, Murray physician; Dr. Murray senior and president of
Charles Howard, Mayfield physi- the Murray State chapter of the
cian and member of the Murray Kentucky Association of Nursing
Students; and Norma Robertson
State board of regents.
First District U. S. Con- of the Department of Nursing,
gressman Carroll Hubbard of board secretary.
"Generally, the idea of the adMayfield; Steve Jones, Mayfield;
Betty Lowry, Murray; Ann G. visory board is to make a
Minor, Paris, Tenn.; Stuart calculated effort to determine the
Poston of Murray, administrator nursing and health care needs of
the area and then to provide a proof the Murray:Calloway County
gram that will turn out graduates
N.,
R.
Hay,
Janet
Sister
Hospital;
of Paducah; and Barbara Veazey, who can meet these needs," she
R.N., of Paducah, Department of added.
Among future plans for the
Nursing at Paducah Community
of Nursing, Mrs. ErDepartment
College.
win noted, are the beginning of a
Meeting with Mrs. Erwin and
master's degree program on a
the board from the university
community were: Dr. Moses L. part-time basis in the fall of 1982
och, dean of the College of and a program, also in the fall of
.Human Development and Learn- 1982, to provide greater flexibility
ing; Elise Michael, director of the for registered nurses who are
graduate program in the Depart- completing work at Murray State
ment of Nursing; Janice Russell, on a baccalaureate degree.
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Old fashioned value isn't gone forever, we've brought
it back for our opening. These prices go back to the
good old days.

No Appointment Necessary
Shampoo Cut & Style For Men
Shampoo, Cut & Style For Women
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NURSING ADVISORY BOARD MEETS — Some members of the Nursing Advisory Board organized by the
Department of Nursing at Murray State University are shown with representatives of the university at a
meeting Wednesday, Dec. 16. Shown are: (from left, seated) Dr. Moses Koch, dean of the College of Human
Development and Learning; Dan Akin, Paducah; Stuart Poston, Murray; Dr. Clegg Austin, Murray; and
Mary Jane Overby, Murray senior president of the MSU chapter of the Kentucky Association for Nursing
Students; and (from left, standing) Janice Russell,director of nursing continuing education at Murray State;
Dr. Ruth Cole of Murray, retired chairman of the Department of Nursing at Murray State; Dr. Martha Erwin, chairman of the Department of Nursing; Betty Lowry, Murray; Elise Michael, director of the nursing
graduate program at Murray State; Sylvia Carson,Paducah; and Sister Janet Hay,Paducah.

Hrs: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat. Thurs. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
753-0542
Olympic Plaza Murray
2619 H C Mattis Drive, Paducah
Owned & Orierated By Tom & Yvonne Key

(Continued From Page 1)
steadily worsening relations between the two nations.
Begin's statement was later endorsed by the entire Cabinet.
The United States had also
shown its displeasure at last Monday's annexation of the occupied
Syrian plateau by delaying purchase of $200 million in Israeli
weapons and voting with the entire U.N. Security Council to
declare Israel's action null and
void.
Begin hinted the U.S. policy
toward Israel was tinged with
anti-Semitism. He said
withholding U.S. purchases of
Israeli weapons was an attempt to
"hit us in our pocket," a familiar
theme of anti-Semitic propagan-

da.
In Washington, Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig Jr. said
Begin's action did not affect the
close relationship between the two
countries, calling it a "a difference among good friends."
"Nothing is changed," said
Haig, interviewed on CBS television's "Face the Nation." "I'm
very optimistic that today's storm
clouds will pass."
But Haig said Reagan suspended the strategic agreement to
show Israel. it does not have "a
blank check from the United
States for its conduct."
The agreement called for joint
air and naval war-games in the
eastern Mediterranean,stationing
U.S. military supplies in Israel

and joint military planning.
The Begin government had
wanted the pact to counterbalance
U.S. military support for Saudi
Arabia, which Israel considers
one of its Arab enemies, but some
Israeli foes of the agreement
claimed it might involve Israel in
a potential U.S.-Soviet conflict.
Begin's unprecedented attack
on the United States was the latest
in six months of worsening relations, started when Reagan
delayed weapons deliveries
following Israel's June bombing of
an Iraqi nuclear plant. Reagan
also was angered by Israel's bombing of the Palestine Liberation
Organization headquarters in
Beirut following a string of guerrilla raids on Israel.

Woman Losing Taste For Spaghetti
BATESVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Lynn Helms doesn't think
spaghetti will be her favorite food
anymore after she finishes 66
hours of sitting in a tub of it as a
charity fundraiser.
The 21-year-old sports director
of radio station WRBI has been
sitting in a cast-iron tub in a furniture store window since 8 p.m.
Friday.
She is raising money for New
Horizons, which works to
rehabilitate the handicapped in

southeastern Indiana.
The tub in the front panel of the
Weisman Co. was filled with about
160 pounds of dry spaghetti, then
soaked. "Wet, it weighs about 400
pounds," she said Sunday.

2 hours to earn a place in
/
ti for 431
the Guiness Book of World
Records.
"I sleep here and everything,"
Miss Helms said, adding she gets
up every few hours to walk
around.

Miss Helms, who was to climb
out at 4 p.m. today, said the idea
for the project sprang from the
fact that "spaghetti was my
favorite thing to eat," and that she
had heard about a New York disc
jockey who sat in a tub of spaghet-

"I change my clothes every
several hours if they get real
gross," she said. She expected to
go through seven changes of
clothes before stepping out of the
tub for good.

Truck Rental Service Idea Turns Successful
CINCINNATI (AP) — Saunders Leasing.
Mrs. Tieke imThe idea was so simple
that Jean Tieke wondered plemented the service
why no one had ever tried last August when she
using a car joined the staff of Burnett
it before
rental firm to build a one- Rent-A-Car. She had
day truck-rental service. worked for several truck
In a field built on fierce rental firms in the area.
"Having been in the
competition, Mrs. Tieke
works with several truck business for 17 years, I
rental businesses to pro- was aware of certain
vide a one-day service needs of the companies,"
that was previously she said.
Althoetli truck rental
unavailable in the area.
Mrs. Tieke's job is like firms normally are comthat.ota travel agent. For petitive, Mrs:Tieke's sera commission;she takes vice provides valuable
. one-day customers that
'
truck orders fret
customers and tries to they might not get since
match the needs with long-term arrangements
are the mainstay of their
truck rental agencies.
"It's the only service of busiriess.
"Because of the
its kind that I know of,"
Carpenter,
economy, we
11111
general
said
district manager of were all faced with hay-

ing too much equipment," said Larry
Shingleton, manager of
All Truck Rental. "We
weren't renting on a daily
basis because we weren't
exposed to the contacts
you need to get that daily
business."
"The whole proof of the
pudding is that she's able
to rent trucks," said
Shingleton, who was
skeptical of Mr. Tieke's
idea.
Mrs. Tieke said she
rented 30 trucks in one
day recently. She has
hired two additional
workers to handle the
paperwork.
Her employer, Burnett
Rent-A-Car, doesn't have
a truck fleet. But President Bill Burnett saw the

idea as a way of building
business.
"We're trying to make
ourselves a total
transportation company," Burnett said.
The size and independence of Burnett
Rent-A-Car are two
reasons for the idea's success, Mrs. Tieke said.
Burnett isn't part of a national firm, and it rents
cars of all makes.
"Very few places Could
do it," Bob Wilfong,
Burpett's general
manager, said of the
truck -service. "We've got
the facilities,for one. And
It has to be an independent, because you can bet
that Hertz wouldn't rent
one of its trucks through
Budget."
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What keeps
interest
rate high?
NEW YORK (AP) — What keeps interest rates
high, worsens the federal budget deficit, adds to
unemployment, forces industrial machinery into
idleness, thwarts investment and in general impedes economic recovery?
The answer,according to one long-time student of
such matters, is ...Federal Reserve policy. Yes,
Fed policy.
But wait. Isn't the Fed, monitor of the nation's
money supply, doing its best to get the economy
back on track? Isn't it trying to squeeze out inflation and direct savings into productive uses? Isn't it
only trying to rein-in an economy that had gone on a
wild spending spree?
Have it your way, which is part of the accepted
rationale for Fed actions, but don't expect John
Wright to join you. Wright, who's Wright Investors'
Service runs a billion dollar portfolio and advises
many individuals and institutions, thinks the Fed's
ideas are as damaging economically as agent
• orange is ecologically. He has his reasons.
To begin with current affairs, rather than citing
past actions of the Fed, Wright observes that the
nearly $400 billion of deficits expected from fiscal
1981 through fiscal 1984 are "so enormous that the
sum simply cannot be supported by a viable U.S.
-economy."
Why do such deficits persist despite attempts to
:lessen them? Because, declares Wright, "the
: Federal Reserve Board pursues an unnecessarily
: restrictive monetary policy."
• Supply-side programs, he continues, have no
chance of success unless there is a prompt and
sizeable drop in interest rates, "which are still
,substantially higher than the levels which in 19741975 caused the worst recession since the depression of the 1930s."
The premise that high interest rates and recessions are necessary to stop inflation,says Wright,is
false.
Recessions, he agrees, do bring down inflation,
but only at the price of lasting economic damage,
and great human misery. Moreover, they reduce
tax revenues, run up welfare costs, and add to the
overall cost of uremployment benefits. They waste
billions of hours of human and industrial resources,
thus subtracting from potential revenues.
Because of needlessly high interest rates, he
asserts, the federal debt burden soon will become
insupportable.
High interest rates, he continues, also "add to the
costs of every business, to all forms of product
distribution and to all types of consumer purchases."
Should major changes in monetary policies continue to be ruled out, he argues, the country may
face the prospect of "either deep depression or horrendous cuts in discretionary spending on social
programs that primarily affect the sick,the old and
the poor — and increases instead of decreases in
taxes."
That, he concludes, "was the path which the
Hoover administration followed in turning the
recession of 1930 into the decade-long Great Depression.,"

Heartline
angers writer
Dear Editor:
Why didn't your "Heartline" columnist bother to
check with us before writing a negative,incomplete
response about the American Association of
Retired Persons(November 9)?
Had he checked, he woult_have learned that
AARP's Board of Directors voted nearly three
years ago to end our relationship with the Colonial
Penn Insurance Group. He would have learned that
the lawsuit involving the association which is being
settled out of court will have absolutely no effect on
current or future members.
And, he would have learned that — despite the
allegations and innuendo to the contrary — AARP
has never been found guilty of any impropriety by
any court or government agency.
Unfortunately, your columnist also failed to
acknowledge the many reasons that older
Americans are continuing to join AARP in record
numbers — our leadership role at the recently concluded White House Conference on Aging is just one
example. The fact that we now have nearly 13
million members speaks for itself.
By not making an attempt to provide the complete story to your readers, I'm afraid "Heartline"
has done them a disservice.
Sincerely,
Steve Mehlman
Manager
Editorial Services Department

Isitierray Ledger & Times
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Soviet may intervene in Poland soon
WASH1NTON — President ble to a dreaded climax: whether his
Reagan's advisers see a strong pro- army and its 56,000-man
bability that Gen. Wojciech paramilitary security force can conJaruzelski will lose his martial law ceivably compel workers by threats
gamble, leading to direct Soviet in- of reprisal not only to forego the
tervention in Poland and perhaps priceless strike weapon but to turn
costing the lives of hundreds of out goods for an economy that the
thousands of fighting Poles.
Communist Party has destroyed.
Loss of the gamble would also Failure would bring Soviet troops inplunge U.S.-Soviet relations into a to the streets of Moscow's largest
new period of cold war and transform satellite.
the East-West struggle that has
On Sept. 4, 1980 hard-lined Comshown some recent signs of easing munist leader Stefan Olszowski, surunder pressures of the Western Euro- vivor of repeated Party purges by
pean peace movement.
virtue of his Soviet backing, ordered
Jaruzelski is gambling that the Jaruzelski, then the defense minister
threat of Polish military force will and Poland's top Warsaw Pact
tame the Solidarity workers' general, to deploy his forces in
peaceful, democratic revolution, Silesia, the heart of Poland's inanathema to Moscow. To win his bet, dustrial coal region. Jaruzelski rethe prime minister and Communist jected the order, claiming that it
Party leader must persuade Solidari- would convert "all our factories" inty to become a submissive partner in to "fortresses" against an army
a Communist regime that has flunk- regarded as more loyal to Solidarity
ed every economic test and resisted than the Communist Party.
every political test since Solidarity's
But 15 months later, Moscow's risbanner first flew in Gdansk in ing fears that the Solidarity moveAugust, 1980. "Solidarity, cannot ment threatened the very existence
become submissive without gacrific- of a Conimunist-run Poland produced
ing all the gains it has made," one pessures that changed Jaruzelski's
Western specialist on Poland told us.
mind and persuaded him to take the
An unsubmissive workers' move- gamble. Top administration officials
ment would carry Jaruzelski's gam- say he has a maximum of two to

three weeks to show Moscow that his
gamble is paying off.
Despite late-burning lights at the
State and Defense departments,
President Reagan's National Security men told us there is no way for the
U.S. to affect what happens in those
two to three weeks. For now, they
have ruled out economic reprisals
againt Moscow. Except for public
warnings to the Soviets to keep out
and for planning economic sanctions
on grain and technology if Moscow
intervenes the U.S. and its Western
allies claim they are helpless
bystanders in this dramatic Eastern
European challenge to Soviet control. That underscores the mood of
White House frustration, a mood
temporarily interrupted on Dec. 10
after months of internal debate.
On that day, Reagan changed his
mind and personally approved an
emergency food package of $100
million for immediate shipment to
Poland. When a larger aid package
was first taken up by the NSC in late
summer, Reagan vetoed it in accord
with his hardnosed anti-Communist
ideology, despite is powerful backing
in the State and Defense departments.
But last week, Reagan accepted

the argument that food shortages
would produce more antigovernment pressures from both
Solidarty and rank-and-file Poles,
giving the Soviets more leverage to
pressure Jaruzelski to move directly
against Solidarity.
The president changed his mind for
a strategic reason: Solidarity's
peaceful democratic revolution
should be indirectly sustained as a
political force that might spread to
other Soviet satellites and even to the
Soviet Union itself. Earlier
challenges to Soviet power in East
Berlin in 1953, Hungary in 1956 and
Czechoslovakia in 1968 flared briefly
and died. He decided that
withholding aid would victimize
Solidarity and give Moscow greater
pretext to salvage its immense stake
in preserving Poland for communism.
Before the decision could be announced, Jaruzelski had decided to
take the gamble that what he called
"chaos and demoralization" could be
blamed on Solidarity while he invoked martial law. With up to a possible
1,500 Solidarity leaders under detention, U.S. aid now would be
.preposterous.

Looking back
Ten years ago
Lisa Gail Rogers, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Glen Rogers, was named as
winner of 1971 Soil Conservation
Essay Contest, according to Lowell
Palmer, chairman of Calloway County Soil Conservation District.
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde
Steele had urged persons to pay their
taxes by Dec. 31 to avoid a two per
cent penalty.
Twenty years ago
•
Army Sgt. First Class Joe N
Cohoon was a member of 18th Aviation Operating Detachment at
Hambly Air Field, Fort Buckner,
Okinawa.
Dairy Ann and Kentucky Colonel
Restaurant, located at South Fourth
and Sycamore Streets, burned Dec.
20.
Thirty years ago
Murray State College
Thoroughbreds beat University of
Houston Cougars 67-65 for their
eighth victory. Garrett Beshear and
Bennie Purcell were high scorers for
Murray.

Heartline looks at government error
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
•will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: We have long been
made aware of the problems of
mismanagement, error and fraud in
many of the governmental agencies
which provide benefits to persons for
a variety of retirement,disability, insurance and welfire programs.
Recently, I heard something about
there being a similar problemri in the
area of Black Lung benefits. I

thought that this was a fairly small
benefit program, and it would seem
to me that it would be easy to manage
and keep things straight. searing differently, I would appreciate information about how large a problem it is,
where the problems lie, and what is
being done to correct it. P.B.
ANSWER-. In late October, we
received a copy of the preliminary
audit of the Black Lung program being made by the Inspector General of
the Department Of Health and
Human Services. The Inspector
General found 1,200 cases of improper payment of benefits, out of a
total of 237,000 spouses and widows
receiving benefits. The report stated
that total funds improperly spent
since the program's inception in 1969
are estimated at $15 to $18 million, or

about $1.5 million per year. The
report cited fraud as being a significant, but as yet undetermined, portion of the improper payments.
The payments are not made from
the Social Security Trust Funds, but
from general tax revenues of the U.S.
government. The program is administered by the Department of
Labor.
The problem is that payments have
been continued improperly in a
number of cases where the miner's
spouse or widow has died or where
the couple has been divorced. In the
average case, the improper
payments have been going on for 81
months after death or divorce at a
total average cost per case of 612,200.
Causes of the problem are: fraud:
the fact that the miner did not realize

Mortgage rate bill introduced
REPRESENTATIVE ELDON twit:closet U; d new Inoue, or the conRUDD (Ariz.) "...I am introducing struction of a new home,at an annual
today a bill (H.R. 4704) which will rate of 12 percent, 111
/
2 to bank, 1,2 to
provide adequate mortgage money insurance.
at an affordable rate for new home
"Borrowing would be restricted to
construction. It will stimulate the the construction of new homes, with a
home-building industry and put limit of $100,000 on the individual
thousands of construction workers —
mortgage...
now laid off — back to work. And it
"National homebuilding bonds
will provide a new source of private
would be sold with a 3-year maturity
capital for lending institutions such
date. Why would any investor conas savings and loan institutions and
sider buying a 3-year instrument
banks...
bearing only a 10-percent rate of
"How would the program work?
interest? Because these bonds would_
National homebuilding bonds would
carry with them an elemeht of inbe issued in denominations of $1,000 -come tax exemption providing the inor any multijSle thereof. The bonds
vestor with an effective return of 14
would pay the investor 10 percent inpercent of the investment...
terest with an effective after-tax
"At'least 50 percent of the coat o(
yield of 14 percent.
new housing is represented by labor.
"Funds flowing into the savings
Using the figure of 50 percent going
and loans and the banks from the sale
to labor each $100,000 of mortgage
of national hornebuilding bonds
money made available though the iswould be dedicated to provide mor-' suance of national homebuilding
tgage !money for loans to the
bonds would Create MIN to hey

construction Labor — electricians,
carpenters, plumbers, brick masons,
concrete finishers, roofers, sheet
metal men,glazers,and so forth...
"The homebuilding industry is at
65 percent of capacity and dropping.'
We are in a crisis and only my bill
can provide a remedy equal to the
problem,. I invite my colleagues to
cosponsor this legislation with me."
The bill wak referred to the Committee on Ways and Means).
+

CRUMP'S GRASS ,
-frOOTS COMMENT —
Any administration that does not
develope a program that will enable
young Americans to. fullfill the
American dream of owning their own
home, must be considered a failure.
For complete details regarding
Hit 4701 we suggest you contact
Representative Rudd at Room 1110,
1.0ftworth House Office Building,
Washington, I) C., 20515.

that the benefit should be reduced
when his spouse died or they were
divorced; the failure of the Social
Security Administration to crosscheck its records with the Black
Lung benefits program; and badly
out-dated computer systems.
The Department of -Health and
Human Services is taking steps to
correct all of these problems, and
will make every effort to get back
every dollar that has gone to those ineligible for benefits.
With the Black Lung program, as
well as all other governmental retirement or disability programs, and all
types of welfare, it is the responsibility of the beneficiary to report any
changes in status, such as death,
divorce, income, etc. to the proper
agency.
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Computer System -Informer For State Police
WALTHAM, Mass ing New Hampshire State
The new source of inAP) — An "informer" police crack down on formation is a Honeywell
with total recall is help- crime.
small computer spite=
k
that collects information
on known and suspected
Nobody leans on Sharky's Machine.
criminals which state law
enforcement officers use
to apprehend car thieves,
burglars, murderers and
fugitives should they
enter New Hampshire.
The computer is part of a
network that comR
municates with computers located in other
7:05,9:25•No Passes
states plus national
"crime watch" data
7:05,8:55
centers.
"The use of computers
All AllW
not only makes crimeI.mmanuclk'
related information
available for the first

BURT
REYNOLDS
E. -LARKY'S
MACHINE

The Joys
a Woman

...AMOUNT PICTLIRI
,

De It)

tinie to thousands of state
police and other lawenforcement officials nationwide, but it also
means that our officers
are able to make faster,
more informed decisions.

By Abigail Van Buren

Charity Shouldn't Begin
In Gift-Giver's Home

Youth Meet
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP) — One of the nation's largest and oldest
youth conventions was
held here recently.
The 23,000 young people
who converged on Kansas
City were all members of
the Future Farmers of
America, an organization
which has held its annual
convention here since
1928.

THE ACES®IRA

G. CORN,JR.

DEAR ABBY: If I get another one of those "Christmas
cards" stating that instead of a Christmas gift, a gift in my
name has been sent to such-and-such a charity, I will blow
my top!
What is so generous about taking a gift from one person in
order to give to another? I give to charities myself and do
not need anyone contributing to the charity of his choice in
my name. People who inform their friends that they are
giving to charity instead of sending Christmas gifts are
either too cheap or too lazy to do both.
DISGUSTED WITH SELFISHNESS

THE APRICOT — As pictured in an old English color print. From the culinary collection of Cecily DEAR DISGUSTED: Now let's hear it from another
reader who also resents the "gift-in-your-name"
Brownstone,Associated Press Food Editor.
type of giving:

Tart Recipe Featured

Give 'Movie Money' To
Your Moviegoing Friends
On Sale At Our Box Office
THE WORLD'S MOST
FAMOUS LOVE STORY!
Walt Disney's

t. INS WALT DISNE Y
PRODUCTIONS

7:00,8:30

EIAQ01)

7:05, 9:00•No Passes

11.11.1m7—'3/41.
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"We become wise by
observing what happens
when we're not." — Arnold
Glasow.
Declarer has a choice to
make in his play of today's
interesting game. Should he
play the trump suit in the
best way possible to assure
only one loser or should he
risk two losers in search of
a better overall plan?
Dummy's club king wins
the first triek and declarer
must decide on how to tackle trumps. With at least two
unavoidable spade losers, it
might seem best to finesse
in trumps so as to guard
against losing two trump
tricks when East holds all
three trumps.
If that is as far as declarer goes, he takes a losing
trump finesse to West's
queen and West exits with
another club. Declarer loses
only one trump trick but
now be must play the spades
himself. There is no way to
avoid three spade losers and
the game goes one down.
The first step to success is
to recognize that if East
holds all three trumps, there
is little likelihood of making
the game. East can split his
honors, win the second lead
and exit safely with a third
trump and declarer must
still play the spades himself.
The best chance for success is to play the trump ace
at trick two and then clear
the minor suits by cashing
the tops and ruffing one in
both hands. Next, the
defense gets its trump trick
but declarer gets the game.
Whoever wins the second
trump must offer a ruff and

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food
Editor
One of the best things
that can happen to canned apricots is for them to
be put into a tart.
Especially if the tart is
made by the following
recipe. Cooks who have
baked this dessert with
the recipes I have given
using fresh peaches and
pears will, I believe, be
happy to have this latest
variation. Our tasters
could not have praised it
more highly.
APRICOT TART
Two 17-ounce cans
whole
peeled apricots in
heavy
syrup
Pastry Shell, recipe
follows
3 egg yolks(from large
eggs)
1-3rd cup commercial

NORTH
12-21-A
•J 72
J 98 4 2
*A 7
41C 6 2
WEST
EAST
4 A 10 9 5
•K 6 4
•Q
K3
•96 4 2
*(4J105
•Q.1109
48 7 4 3
SOUTH
•Q 8 3
VA AO 7 6 5
* K 83
•A 5
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
North. The bidding:
North East South West
Pass
Pips 1,
Pass
Pass 411
341'
All
pass

Opening lead: Club queen
discard or must lead a
spade. Either way, declarer
loses only three tricks and
makes his game and rubber.
Bid with Cora
South holds:

12-21-B

•Q83
V A 10 7 6 5
*K 83
•A 5

SOUr

cream
3/4 cup sugar
/
1
4 cup all-purpose flour
North South
Thoroughly drain the
IV
3,
apricots; halve and
30
discard pits; thoroughly
ANSWER: Four clubs. dry the apricots between
Three spades is a cue bid sheets of paper toweling.
showing first round spade Prepare and bake the
control and inviting slam. pastry shell.
Show the club ace and coop- In a medium bowl beat
erate with any further slam together the egg yolks,
moves.
sour cream, sugar and
--flour until smooth. ArSend bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 13363, Dallas, Texas 75225, range the apricot halves,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope cut side up, in concentric
for reply
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DEAR ABBY: I'm writing to complain about the presumptuousness
people who make a donation to their
circles (overlapping if favorite charity of
and call it a Christmas present to me!
necessary) in the still-hot In the first place, maybe I'm not all that excited about
pastry shell; pour the saving the whales or the poor of Pakistan or Bangladesh —
sour cream mixture over I'd prefer helping the poor American Indians, or the
the apricots. Bake in the NAACP, or my local rape crisis center.
preheated 350-degree If my friends really want to give me a gift, let them send
me a check to forward to my favorite charity!
oven until top is golden
FED UP IN FULLERTON
and meringue-like — 45
•
•
•
minutes. Place on a wire
rack to cool. With a small
metal spatula, loosen DEAR ABBY: My boss gave a "6:30 to 8:30" Christmas
edges; remove side wall cocktail party for about 60 people at his home. He had
invited 14 of those guests to stay for dinner. (I had been
of pan. Delicious served invited to both.)
while still warm or at When it was time for dinner, the host wanted to get rid of
room temperature. the cocktail crowd, so he flashed the lights off and on
several times as a signal that the cocktail party was'over!
Makes8 servings.
I thought that was in poor taste. Isn't there a more subtle
way to break up a party?
EMBARRASSED
PASTRY SHELL
11
/
4 cups all-purpose
DEAR EMBARRASSED: There is no subtle way to
flour
break up a party.The gracious host patiently allows a
Y2 cup (4-ounce stick)
party to die a natural death.
butter
•••
2 tablespoons commercial
DEAR ABBY: Aa a physician, deputy coroner and
sour cream
licensed medical examiner, I applaud your suggestion that
In a food processor with the members
of the wirole board should get the same
the metal blade, process penalty as the paroled murderer should he commit murder
the flour and butter until again.
no butter is visible. Add Abby, I examined the body of a 5-year.old-girl who had
the sour cream and pro- been raped repeatedly by an adult male, then stabbed to
cess just until dough death. I've seen the battered body of an elderly woman who
had been robbed,raped and beaten while she was praying in
forms a ball. Remove and church. Recently, a young police
officer was shot to death by
flatten into a disc; place a convicted murderer who was free on parole. The officer left
in the center of an a wife, pregnant with their first child. I think the widow
ungreased, round, 9-by should sue the members of the parole board for the support
12-inch cake pan with a of herself and her child. In my opinion, they were as
removable bottom. Press responsible for her husband's death as the man who pulled
the trigger.
over bottom and sides of I have suggested to lawyers and
judges that if the
pan to cover evenly and members of the parole board were held responsible for the
completely. Bake in a actions of those whom they parole,they wouldn't be so quick
preheated 375-degree to return murderers to society. Some agree, but others insist
oven until set-looking but that no one would be willing to serve on a parole board
not browned — about 20 under such circumstances. This is not true. I would be
willing!
minutes. (Pastry may be I urge you, Dear Abby, to use your influence to establish
puffed in places.) Reduce the legislation to make this possible. I would be happy to
oven temperature to 350 assist you. Please withhold my name.
CONCERNED IN GEORGIA
degrees.
eitv
rc4`11-13-11
Orange Punch

e are pleased to announce

Christmas
Sale

that Conic Lowry, bride-elect
of Bill Abernathy has
selected her china, flatware,
crystal, and accessories from
our complete bridal registry.
Conic and Bill will be married Jan. 9th. 1982.
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Open Sunday 1-5
Open Late Each Ere.
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Practical
Gift Suggestions
REGULAR PRICE

ON WEDNESDAY DEC. 23rd!

Any Item In The Ace Hardware Dept.
With An Ace Hardware
Sticker Is

Candle Sticks
Ash Trays
Animals
Bells
All In Solid Bross

Cluistmos Toys Only!
This Ad Does Not Include
Bicycles, Riding Toys or Atari Games!

25% off
Now Until Christmas

Coast To Coast Hardware

Murray Supply
Co.

Thurman's Furn.

201 E. Main 753-3361

201 E. Mein

Control Cellist
Hwy. 641 N.
753-1604

1:3I-1M Mn.-Set.
1:00-6:00 Sew.

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food
Editor
SNACKTIME FARE
Orange Punch Wafers
LINDA ANDERSON'S
ORANGE PUNCH
A copycat recipe of a
drink made famous by
fast-food shops.
In an electric blender
whirl together until
smooth and frothy 1-3rd
cup frozen orangejuice
concentrate, Y2 cup milk,
/
1
2 cup water, 114 cup
sugar,/
1
2teaspoon vanilla
and 5 ice cubes. Serve at
once. Makes 4 servings.

Birth

aIIeKing's Den

25%

Recipe Listed

From $2,00 to $1000
Savings Up To

50%

REED BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
B. Reed, Coles Campground Road, announce
the birth of a son,Stephen
Bruce Reed II, weighing
six pounds 14 ounces,
measuring 191
/
2 inches,
born Friday, Nov. 27. at
4:36 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the
former Fannie Knipp.
The father it employed at
J&SOil.
Grandparents are Betty Reed, Peggy Ann
Drive, and the late Billy
G. Reed and Mr.and Mrs.
Kenneth Knipp,
Southside Manor.
Great grandOrents
are Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Ellison and Onie Cleaver,
Murray, Effie Dunn amd
the late Cleatus Dunn,
Mayfield, and Mr. and
Mrs. Neva! Reed, Lynnville.
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A $600 million federal
government investment
could yield as many as a
million neyr jobs for disadvantaged youths, the underemployed or unemployed within three years.
The goal can be reached by
businesses who join with
Control Data Corp. to give
computer-based
people
training in high school
equivalency skills.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Anniversary Event Planned

Couple llarrie(1 23 )(Pars

Frame:kik

Mr. and Mrs.
Clayborne Jones will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on
Thursday,Dec. 24.
A reception, given by
their children, will be
Sunday,Dec. 27,from 2 to
4 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend. The family requests
that guests not bring
gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones
were married Dec. 24,
1931, by Marvin Hall,
brother of Mrs. Jones, at
his home in Hopkinsville.
The couple owns and
operates a shoe repair
shop in Murray. They are
both members of First

Mr. and Mrs Harry
Lee Joe Garland, Kt 1.
sey, willobserve
Ismer- lAttle things could get your K irk
What kled ef day
wedding anrow Ise? To fled sat Mist die goat now, but don't mike their 25th
Dec.
Tuesday.
niversary
stars say, reed the fareeast mountains out of molehills.
You may chino your mind 22. No formal celebration
gives hie year Mir*Stga.
is planned.
about a purchase.
The couple was marSCORPIO
ARIES
Dec. 22, 1956 at the
ried
Nov.
to
21)
((ct.23
ntelF
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) VA
Keep in touch with relatives home of Harvey Elder,
You'll find the solution to a by phone or letter. Skimming minister of Pryorsburg
financial problem, but not the surface could lead to dif- Church of Christ. Their
without sane aggravation. An ficulty. Take time to do things attendants were Betty
on-again-off-again deal could right.
Black and James G ream.
go either way.
arlop
SAGITTARIUS
Mrs. Garland, the
TAURUS
(Nov.22toDec.21)
(Apr.10to May 20) 1714ii? Despite sarne resentment on former Jane Chadwick,is
Close ties are ct changealge your Parts you'll grudgingly the daughter of Mr. and
disposition. CoPing with the help a friend. By day's end Mrs. Edward Chadwick
moods of others is tiTings Yet you'll be very glad that you of Murray. Mr. Garland
harmony can be achieved by helped out.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
.1111IPS
Mr.(mil Ws.
day's end.
CAPRICORN
Bert A. Garland of
trill be stat,rrievl 31) vetirs
GEMINI
nsiffi" (Dec.72 to Jan. 19)
a Kirksey.
SOM. business associates
Baptist Church where teachers for the sunday (May 21 to June 20)
They have three
$1r. mod lIrs. Hurt-% Lee 1.tarlmill
work Performance may be may not exactly be your cup of
they have served as school.
Greg L.
children,
erratic. Harmonise with the tea.sou,with toienince and a
ebb and flow of your energy. sense of duty, you'll come out Garland, Murray, who is Jeanene and Elizabeth Garland are members of
the Seventh and Poplar
married to the former Jane Garland. irksey .
You may consider investing in ahead.
Both Mr and Mrs Church of Christ
art objects.
Sherri Robertson, Sandra
AQUARIUS
CANCER
L,..4 (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 72)
Private study is favored, but
Battling creeping obesity
Children are persistent in career trends are mixed.
testing Your Patience. Kindly Though you'll have some
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D. discipline is in order- Discus- small successes, don't expect
sions about investments are miracles of progress.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I recommend that you use had a tubal ligation two productive.
PISCES
or
jogging
years ago. Since then I have LEO
wish you would help me with daily walking,
r_.(0,- (Feb. 19 to Mar.20 X
my problem in maintaining running to use a small remarried. My husband (July 72to Aug.22) wfrIVK You'll get conflicting advice
my weight. I weigh about amount of calories every knew when he married me
Once started, an argument or meet with some opposition
159 and I'm 5 feet 10. About day. Almost everyone can that I had had the operation. could go on and on.
Some to your ideas. After a bit of
a
distance.
walk
Start
short
50a
is
there
We have heard
two months ago I weighed
50 chance of the operation family members won't let up give and take, you'll reach a
about 153. Slowly but surely slowly if you are not a walkI am gaining weight. I would er and build up to walking at being reversed successfully. until you have heard them out. compromise.
like to stay at about 150 to least two miles a day. I pre- We've talked about it and Try to be patient.
YOU BORN TODAY are in155. I really don't eat any- fer for people to walk four have decided that if this is VIRGO
but skeptical. You are
wok&
tuitive
permits.
true I would have it (Aug.23 to Sept.72)
thing that would be fatten- miles a day if time
et& quite inventive, but are inclinI am sending you The reversed and try to get preging, but I don't seem to be
Despite some mix-ups in ed to be high-strung. You'll
Health Letter number 18-4, nant. Can the operation be
able to lose any weight.
if you stick to succeed in any wort that
communication,
which
Health,
To
Walking
who
so,
if
and,
reversed
DEAR READER — It
regar- measures up to your ideals.
situation
a
guns,
your
advantages
the
discusses
it?
about
should we talk to
sounds like you are on your
out to you'll find your greatest sue_
work
should
money
ding
walkby
used
calories
and
DEAR READER — In
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Deficiency Payments To Be issued

Wheat Farmers To Receive Money

.t
7. Eligible wheat farmers for payment with their

•Isoon will receive an
' ..estimated $420 million in
*:deficiency payments on
r
.thee.1981 crop.

local ASCS office.

The payments are required under the 1981
wheat program because
1i: Deficiency payments average market prices
will be made to wheat received by farmers durfarmers who reported ing the first five months
their 1981 crop acreage (June through October)
and filed an application of the marketing year

were below the establishThe total 1981 wheat
ed target price level of crop totalled 2.75 billion
$3.81.
bushels. USDA estimates
place the average farm
National weighted price for this year at $3.80
wheat average market to $3.95 per bushel. If
prices were $3.66 per these estimates prove
bushel. Eligible farmers correct, the value of the
will be paid 15 cents per 1981 wheat crop would be
bushel for this year's between 910.44 billion and
crop.
$10.85 billion.

The final 1981 national
program acreage -for
wheat has been increased
from 71 to 84.5 acres. The
national program
acreage represents the
number of acres of a crop
needed to meet estimated
demand and assure
desirable carryover
levels.

fr-CCC Interest Rate Policy Changed
The Calloway County
..Agricultural and
Stabilization Service
(ASCS) announced a recent change in the Commodity Credit Corp.'s
(CCC) interest rate
- policy could result in
lower interest rates on
crop and storage facility
loans, David Riley, of the
ASCS,said.
Effective Jan. 1, the

CCC interest rate will be month the loan is disbursbased on the monthly rate ed, he added.
established by the U.S.
The interest rate on
Treasury as the cost of crop and storage facility
borrowing money, Riley loans disbursed since
said.
April 1 will be adjusted
The initial interest rate Jan. 1. These loans,
on 1981 and subsequent which currently have a
crop commodity loans 14.5 percent interest rate,
disbursed on or after Jan. will be based on the CCC
1 will be the interest rate cost of borrowing money
charged CCC by the U.S. from the Treasury during
Treasury during the January, Riley corn-

Christmas Gift Time
Is Now At Harrell's
Snow Sleds - Toboggins r Work Boots - Western Boots
Hunting Knives - Tools
Corning Ware - Kitchen Acces.
Group OfSmall Kitchen
Appliances $10.00 Off
'Free Gift Wrap
nsulated Vests, Jackets, Coveralls
Northerner Boots
By Serrus-Mode In USA
Free Almanacs & Calendars
Special Price This Week
Precision Garden Seeders

TUF-NUT
WESTERN WEAR

fl

Ratatanber: For ridin:restin'or !vsutts

mented.
The interest rate paid
by the CCC declined from
a peak of 16.75 percent in
October to 13.625 in
December.

Farmers have until
Jan. 15 to comment on
how large the 1982 national marketing quotas
should be for several
kinds of dark and cigar
tobaccos, David C. Riley,
of the Calloway County

Purina Milk Replacer
Sweet Cow Feed
_ Cattle Blocks

Check 0.Oar New Solt Cattle Wormer Mix. We Costom Mix Salt Soybean Meal

Buchanan Feed
Industrial Rd.753-5378

This

typiati movies show you how you can sm.
Pre-Pay Savings VS. Interest
at 15%

(1)

(2)

Pre-Pay
Prepayment Discount
$5.000
10,000
25.000
50,000 '

1.
2.
3.
4.

8%
8%
8%
8%

(3)

(4)
Return on
Interest
Savings (15% for 90 days)

Actual
Savings

$400.00
800.00
2,000.00
4,000.00 _

$212.50
425.00
1,063.00
2,125.00

$187.50
375.00
937.00
1,875.00

(5)

For crop production supplies.
Discountfrom current prices at time of billing.
Based on delivery of supplies in 90 days. -156/0 +12 = 1.25%/mo.x 3 mos.

It's better than investingyour mtiney at 15%,
and you can take delivery
at your convenience. See your participating Souther
n States store or
dealer now about your GrowMaster prepaym
ent discant program.

'Based on prepayment from 85,000 to 850,000

Call 753-0112 Bulk Fertilizer
Industrial Rd.

choose a Casecash rebate...

Waiver offinance charges on used
farm tractors.

DifAM Model

11111. 1210, 131111,
14111,lam
2115 2210

not me

mos,

Rattan
trunks
On Sole
$3999

$4999
Bel Air Ctr.
Murray, Ky.

•

Buy one of our new Case farm tractors now...finance
it
through J I Case Credit Corporation...and finance
charge
will be waived for eleven (11) months from date of purchas s
e.

If you would rather have a cash rebate and you buy any
of our new Case farm tractors listed on the chart
Case
will send you a check for the dollar amount shown on
the
chart for the model you buy Rebate may be applied
toward your down paymenl NOTE Government
Agencies Departments do not qualify for rebates

collections

PURINA
Murray, Ky. CHOWS

no finance
charges
for
11 months

OR

As many as 60 million
Americans
may
benefit
from watching carefully the
amount of sodium in their
diets, according to the Commissioner of the Food and
Drug Administration, Dr.
Arthur Hull Hayes, Jr.
People often can control
high blood pressure by
cutting back on the amount
of sodium they eat, Dr.
Hayes points out. And people who take drugs for high
blood pressure often do better when they also reduce
their sodium.

Thenewt

"Don't Forget Old Royer"
Rez 25% Dog Food $7.75 50th.
21% Dog Food $6.95 50th.
Rabies Shots $2.50 Distemper $1.95
7.1 Hog Feed $7.00 100th.
Chicken Scratch Groin $7.00 100th.
Shell Corn $6.50 loo Lb.
Blended Horse Feed $9.00 100 Lb.
"We Sold 17,000 Lbs. Lest Week 1.50 SOO lb.
Come See Why."

Salt
White Blocks-$3.45
TM Blocks-$4.00
%Km heck,-$3.85
Meet Salt
Snow & Ice
Bog 50 lb.
50
$2.25 $2.25

Washington, D.C., 20013,
Riley said. Comments
will be made available
for public inspection in
the office of the director,
Room 3741 of the USDA
South Building, he added.

Pier I

Bulk Feed & Soybean Meal

Murray, Ky.
Hwy.94E.
753-7862
A4616,iiitkooNbatatumbiff.emouwiubmgelkffitAgt"..LV.troi..:MaA

(DEC.1-JAN.9)
Where else can you get 20%
return on your Investment?

37), cigar filler and
binder (types 42-44 and
53-55) and cigar binder
(types 51-52).
Comments should be
sent to the director,
analysis division, USDAASCS, P.O. Box 2415,

2511.$ 12.95
100 Lb. $6.50
Ina. $9.00
$3.50

Calf Starter

Calloway County's Complete Farm Supply Store

FOR PREPAYMENT ON YOUR
GrowMaster CROP SUPPLIES

Agricultural Stabilization Department of
and Conservation Service Agriculture's ASCS.
( ASCS),said.
Rank said national
A final decision on marketing quotas will be
quotas will be announced established for fire-cured
by Feb. 1, according to (types 21-23), dark airEverett Rank, ad- cured (types
35-36),
ministrator of the U.S. Virginia sun-cured (type

"WINTEItiti YOUR COW"

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply

SAVE FROM
MOO TO $4,000*

TURNIPS-

Among the turnips in JA. Reaves'garden this year were six
which together weighed one-half of a bushel.

Comments On Tobacco Quotas Due

you hist cent beat TVIF-N
... and they're CATSFACT101141MR1NUTS
TIED

(a Southern States

Monthyly CCC interest
rates will be announced
to state ASCS offices as
soon as the Treasury
notifies the CCC, Riley
said.

Cash Rebels

$1000
$2000
$3000
$4000

re.041.04.a42,00-Atto-A464w
make tiuppe
Olympic Plaza-Murray,Ky.
753-3174
*Pipes
*Pipe Racks
*Lighters
*Blended Tobacco
*Tobacco Pouches
*Gift Items
*Imported Cigars
Hr: Mon.-Sat. 9:00-8:00 Sundays 1:00-5:00

taw.r.:**.414146e.04
-40404

Happy
Christmas
We're sending all our
loyal patrons a huge
wish... may your
holiday be the
merriest one yet!
Enjoy it, all!

44111,
MN
Buy one of our used farm tractors; any make
finance it through J I Case Credit Corporation
and finance charges will be waived date of purchase until

Offers valid November 1 t

McKeel Equipment Co.
503 Walnut -753-3062
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PIZZA
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Racers Upset Bradley In OT

GREEN IN BETWEEN — Racer guard Glen Green (21) shoots a jumper between a pair of Bradley defenders enroute to his game-high 22 points. Green, a
junior, connected on nine of 15 from the field and four of four from the free throw
line. He also led the game in assists (7), plus he had six rebounds an a pair of
—Photo by Hal Crouch
steals.
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79C

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Racer assistant coach
Steve Newton says it's a
hard lesson for a team to
learn to respect its' opponents.
"There's a lotta good
athletes out there and
you've gotta learn to
forget names," Newton
said.
Notre Dame knows
what he means, having
fallen to Murray State,
and Bradley also knows
what Newton's talking
about.
The Racers travelled to
Peoria, home of Bradley
University, Saturday and
returned with their fourth
straight win, sixth in
eight games.
It took a 58-56 overtime
effort to upset the Braves
at home, but the win goes
down as a plus for the
Racers just the same.
"It was a great win for
us," said MSU head
coach Ron Greene, "It's
hard to compare it with
Notre Dame, though.
Name-wise, nationally
the win over Notre Dame
was more impressive, but
talent-wise Bradley was
superior."
At the first of the
season Greene said he
felt like a 6-2 record
would "be a reasonable
assumption where we'd
-lie today."
However, the two
losses to Southern Illinois
and Arkansas College
were not the anticipated
V!)losses.
"This game has a way
of evening out. We won
two long shots (Notre
Dame and Bradley) but
lost a couple of games
that, at least on paper,
looked like we shouldhave won(SW and AC),"
Greene said.
An important item to
look for now is whether
Murray State has learned
its' lesson about overlooking opponents. Tonight
the Racers host Ferris

SOUTHSIDE,12 St.
7:00 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
11:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.San.

Northside, Chestnut St.
6 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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four points in the last 7:56
of regulation play. MSU
scored eight points in that
time period.
With :13 left, Bradley's
Willie Scott connected on
the front end of a oneplus-one bonus, but missed on his second shot.
MSU controlled the rebound and with :05 showing on the clock Glen
Green lobbed a pass to
sky-bound teammate
Ricky Hood, whose stuff
forced the game into
overtime,46-46.
The Racers scored
rapidly in the extra
period and possessed a
56-52 lead with less than a
minute to play. However,
Braves' forward David
Thirdkill tied the gameat
56 with his 15-foot jumper
at the :35 mark.
Racer substitute Walt
Davis, who came off the
bench to tally 10 total
points, was foulril with
:23 remaining and sank
both free throws to clinch
the MSU upset.
Brian Stewart, another
Racer sub,came in to add
12 points, while Green
was the game's highscorer with 22 total.
Stewart said when he
was inserted in the game

the second half, "All I
was thinking about was
takiag care of the ball. I
took the shots when they
werethere and I was happy to see them fall. We
were *ally psyched up
for Bradley."
Davit shooting at the
free throw line was indicative of the entire
Racer squad's success.
Davis wak perfect on both
of his attrimpts while the
entire te4i was perfect
on all 12 vi ts to the line.
A major factor in the
tory came
Racers'
from the d ensive play
of forward mmy Curran. For Much of the
night he walVassigned to
covering BrAdley's All
America ca idate Mitchell Andersbn, a 6-8
center who wss averaging 18 points *er game.
Saturday he wIs limited
to only 10.
MURRAY STATE(SS)
Curran 1 44 6, iiatocootts 114 2,
Hood 2 2-2 6, MeDeffis 15611 II, Green 144 Lt, Stewart 11 04 12, Slareghter II $41.
Davis4 2-2 10.
Totals 23 12-120*.
BRADLEY (II1)
Anderson 5 6-2 IS, Thisdkill 4 74 le,
Reese 34-6 10, matheasiO4 2, Mines 3
0-0 &Scott 4 5-411330iaters0040.
Totals 20 11-21 M.
Halftime-Bradley st, Murray state
20. Rea ale lien-Murray State 46,
Bradley 46. Fouled Outs-Reese, MeDsf•
fin. Total fouls-Manay State N.
Bradky 13.
A- 7.300.

Conference Chase Heats Up

MTSU Represents Vol State In OVC
By The Associated Press
In the early going, at
least, it appears that Middle Tennessee will represent the Volunteer State
against a pair of Kentucky schools in the chase
for the Ohio Valley Conference basketball title.
Middle Tennessee
blasted Tennessee Tech
88-63 in an OVC contest on
Saturday to boost the
Blue Raiders to 3-0 in the
league and 6-2 overall.
Two Kentucky clubs,
Murray State and
Western Kentucky, are
Middle Tennessee's
closest challengers. Murray is 2-0 in the OVC and
6-2 overall after a 58-56
non-league triumph at
Bradley. Western Kentucky, meanwhile, opened its OVC campaign on a
successful note, dumping
Austin Peay 77-64.
Western Kentucky is 4-3
overall.
In other games Saturday, Eastern Kentucky
broke a six-game losing
streak with a 50-46 win
over Akron and
Morehead slipped by
Youngstown 69-62.
The other six clubs in
the OVC have each lost at
least two conference
games. That gap won't
lengthen this week, with
the few games scheduled
matching OVC teams
against non-league opponents.
Tonight's schedule has
Ferris State at Murray,
Hiram at Akron,Samford
at Middle Tennessee and
Youngstown at Missouri.
Tuesday's schedule has
Western Kentucky at
No.19 Georgetown D.C.

LB.

IGA
'FROZEN

and Austin Peay hosting
Evansville.
Akron visits Cleveland
State in Wednesday's only game.
"When Jerry Beck
scores 23 and Chris Harris gets 17...and when
they've got(Rick) Campbell and Buck Hailey doing well on the perimeter,
it presents a lot of
challenges for the
defense," said Tennessee
Tech Coach Tom Deaton
after Middle Tennesse6
manhandled his club.
Campbell scored a
season-high 29 points,
Beck added 23 and Harris
17.
"Like I said earlier in
the week, when we put
together 40 solid minutes,
people are going to know
about it," Campbell said.
"When we can play a
moving game, in transition from one end to the
other, then we're at our
best," said Middle Tennessee Coach Stan Simpson. "That was the kind
of performance we needed, and it's clear that
we've made progress
since the first of the
season."
Guard Carlton Clarington. led Tech with 13
points.
Walt Davis' two free
throws with 23 seconds
left in overtime provided
Murray's winning
margin at Bradley. It was
Murray's fourth con-

mate at guard, Guy Ainnifield, added 17 in
Morehead's win own*
Youngstown. The Eagles
threatened to make the
game a rout, jumping to
an 8-0 lead in the opening
minutes and building a
43-25 halftime edge.
Youngstown managed to
cut the margin to four in
the second half, but could
get no closer.

secutive victory in a string that began with a
stunning 56-54 upset of
Notre Dame.
Tony Wilson hit a pair
of slam dunks and two 18foot jumpers during a 22-4
Western Kentucky run in
the second half. Austin
,,icrambled back
,
Peay
within 11 points with
three minutes left, but
couldn't overcome a
Western lead that at one
time was 24 points.
Wilson scored 20 points
and got support from
Craig McCormick with 15
and Gary Carver with 13.
Arthur .3ullivan scored
22 points and his running

Fred Emerson scored
15 points, but it was two
free throws by Jimmy
Stepp that made the difference in Eastern Kentucky's win at Akron.
Akron pulled within
three points at 47-44 with
43 seconds to play, but
Stepp then hit his only
two points of the night to
seal the victory.
Sophomore guard Joe
Jakubick led Akron with
26 points.

Tennis,Briefly
TENNIS
EAST RUTHERFORD,
N.J. (AP) — Tracy
Austin came from behind
to defeat Martina
Navratilova 2-6, 6-4, 6-2 in
the finals of the 8250,000
Toyota Tennis Championship.
TURIN, Italy (AP) —
Jose Luis Clerc of Argentina downed Corrado
Barazzutti of Italy 7-5, 6-4
to win the Iveco International Tournament.
SYDNEY, Australia
(AP) — Tim Wilkison
won the $125,000 New
South Wales Open for the
second time, defeating

Chris Lewis of New
Zealand 6-4, 7-6, 6-3 in the
finals.
Australians Peter
McNamara and Paul
McNamee won the
doubles finals, beating
Hank Pfister and John
Sadri 6-7, 7-6, 7-6.
DELRAY BEACH,Fla.
(AP) — Powered by
Henrick Sundstrom's 6-2,
6-1 victory over Fransico
Cancellotti, Sweden successfully defended its title in the Sunshine Cup international junior tournament, defeating Italy 2-0
in the championship
round.
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tion's 10 toughest places
for an opponent to win in.
Notre Dame was another
site on the list.
Kenney Hammonds
scored the game's first
points on a jumper at
15:58, but by 6:53 the
Racers had fallen behind,
20-10.
"We felt like the team
that controlled the tempo
would win. We dictated
the tempo early, but we
still fell behind like we
didn't want to do,"
Greene explained. "We
were trying to avoid playing catch up like we did
against the University of
Illinois when we were in
the NIT (National Invitational Tournament) a
couple of years ago."
MSU eventually lost to
the Minis, but against
Bradley they turned the
tempo around in time.
Before the half the
Racers had cut the
Braves' lead to three, 2320, _with a 10-3 scoring
burst.
With 11:13 left in
regulation play the
Racers regained the lead,
32-31.
The game seesawed
from that point with
Bradley only managing

CHRISTMAS
SURPRISES
Shop Downtown
SETTLE-WORKMAN

••

SLICED'it;1
FREE

69.

State, a 5-3 team from the
Great Lakes Athletic
Conference.
"If we haven't learned
anything yet from Arkanus College we're liable to
have trouble," Greene
predicted.
Newton said the squad
would be trying not to
overlook Ferris State by
"training for them like
they were Notre Dame."
Ferris State returns
four starters from last
year's GLAC runnerup
team and among their
five victories is a 15-point
win over Akron.
Tonight's game will be
"Fan Appreciation
Night" at MSU where all
tickets will be half price.
Santa Claus will be present as a special attraction for the children attending. •
SATURDAY'S GAME
Murray State controlled the opening tipoff and
immediately set up in
their "four-to-score" offense. The manuever,
said Greene, was to take
the crowd out of the
game.
Inside Sports magazine
listed Bradley's Robertson Memorial Gymnasium as one of the na-
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Hazel Hoss Defeats Playoff Bid Depends On Charger Win
Paris Boxer Stone
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
The Hazel Hoes strikes
again!
Tim Holsapple, dubbed
the "Hazel Hoes" after
his hometown just south
of Murray on Highway
641, recorded a
unanimous decision in his
fight Saturday at
Jackson,Tenn.
Holsapple, representing the Murray Boxing
Club, travelled to
Jackson with his coach
Rick Latimer and returned with a major upset in
his young boxing career.
Holsapple fought 18year-old Mike Stone of
Paris, Tenn.,a boxer who
at the age of 18 won the
Golden Gloves award in
his weight class.
"Tim wasn't supposed
to fight Stone, but their
scheduled opponents

didn't show up," Latimer was only Holsapple's
explained. "Stone had third fight.
been fighting for several
Teams from Trenton,
years and Tim hasn't Lauderdale County,
been at it very long so I Paris and the Star Boxing
told him he didn't have to Club of Jackson were
fight Stone if he didn't represented in Saturwant to. He (Holsapple) day's Fight Night comtold me he'd do it petition. Holsapple was
anyway."
the only representative
In the three-round from Murray.
amateur fight, Holsapple
Latimer said the next
scored heavy in the first competition for Murray
round, Stone out-pointed fighters will be at
him in the second, but in Jackson,Jan.9.
the third round Holsapple
Meanwhile Latimer is
"put him on the canvas searching for another
once and had him on the building for his fighters to
ropes with his body pun- train in. The current
ches," Latimer said.
workout location on SeIn fighting the more ex- cond Street will not hold
perienced pugilist, heat. Latimer said in
Latimer instructed January the Murray BoxHolsapple to "keep mov- ing Club would be receiving and keep a left in his ing its own ring and he
face." The advice earned would like to have a perthe Hazel floss a manent site for the club
unanimous decision. It before the ring arrives.

LA Laker Starters Injured,
But Team Keeps Winning
LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Los Angeles starters
are falling like flies, but
that isn't stopping the
Lakers from winning.
The Lakers, missing
All-Pro center Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar and forward Mitch Kupchak,
have have not faltered.
And a 112-94 victory over
the Atlanta Hawks in the
only National Basketball
Association game Sunday
night, again proved the
team has quality depth.
Abdul-Jabbar suffered
a sprained tendon in his
right ankle last Thursday
night and wasn't in
uniform Saturday night
when the Lakers beat San
Diego 106-100. Kupchak
suffered a broken bone in
his left leg early in the second quarter of that
game.
• "It's the hang-ten guys,
we hung together and we
were playing hard," said
Los Angeles Coach Pat
Riley."We knew we really had to come out and
take the challenge
without Mitch and

Kareem."
Abdul-Jabbar won't see
action Tuesday night
when the Lakers play at
Portland, but he might be
available for duty on Friday when Los Angeles
plays at Phoenix. Kupchair will be 'sidelined for
at 1;ast two months.
Jamaal Wilkes led the
Lakers with an NBA
regular-season, careerhigh 36 points,giving him
69 in the two weekend
games. Michael Cooper
added a career-high 26
points, giving him 50 for
the two games.
There were other major contributors - Norm
Nixon had 23 points and
12 assists; Earvin
"Magic" Johnson had 11
points, 12 rebounds and
eight assists, and Jim
Brewer, starting because
of the injury problems,
had eight points, 15 rebounds, four blocked
shots and six steals.
The Lakers wrapped up
their 20th victory in 27
games early, taking a 3415 advantage after one

quarter and extending
the lead to 62-38 at
halftime. The Hawks
weren't closer than nine
points after that.
"The Lakers were very
good tonight," said Atlanta Coach Kevin
Loughery, whose team
dropped to 10-14. "They
had a small lineup and
showed quickness and aggressiveness. Jamaal
Wilkes is an excellent
player.Good players take
up the slack when there's
an injury prOblem."
Eddie Johnson led the
Hawks with 23 points.
Rookies Al Wood and
Rudy Macklin added 17
and 15 points, respectively. Macklin led his team
in rebounding with 10.
But the Hawks lot very
little production out of
their top two scorers, forwards Dan Roundfield,
who was held scoreless,
and John Drew, who had
only seven points.
Roundfield played only
nine minutes and Drew
just 14. Neither saw action in the second half.

SAN DIEGO (AP) The San Diego Chargers,
.beneficiaries of an early
Christmas gift from the
Chicsgo Bears, can
clinch their third straight
AFC Western Division title tonight against the
Oakland Raiders, a team
with Monday night
magic.
Suddenly in control of
their own destiny after a
near-fatal midseason
slump, the Chargers
know the score.
"We've got our
chance," said Coach Don
Coryell. "Now we've got
to do something with it."
Playoff hopes were
slim for San Diego until
Chicago upended division
leaner Denver, 35-24 on
Sunday. That put the division title on the line
tonight in a nationally
televised National Football League game.
Coryell says the
Chargers, 9-6, are taking
nothing for granted
against the Raiders, the
now-dethroned Super
Bowl champions.

day that Fouts be
suspended for failure to
pay $1,222 in delinquent
union dues. A San Diego
fan cleared up the crisis
by shelling out the
money. Chargers' owner
Gene 'Klein assailed the
move by the players'
union, calling it "attempted blackmail."
If San Diego wins, the
Chargers Would open the
playoffs in two weeks at

Miami against the AFC
East champion Dolphins.
An Oakland victory puts
Denver in the playoffs
and ruins San Diego's
season.
It's a rematch of last
January's AFC championship game, won by
Oakland when comeback
quarterback Jim
Plunkett picked San
Diego's secondary apart.
The Raiders raced to a 28-

7 halftime lead and held
on for a 34-27 triumph and
went on to become the
first wild-card team in
history to win the Super
Bowl.
The Chargers' haven't
forgotten that bitter loss.
Plunkett, who lost his
starting job when the
Raiders went into a
swoon. is the probable
starter tonight because of
Marc Wilson's injured

thumb Wilson is one of
several injured Raiders
who might not pla)
Fouts and the Charmers
contributed to the 19.1
Raider decline wit!. a 5521 rout last mouth at
Oakland Fouts ads a
team record w
touchdown passe that
day. Five went to tixht
end Kellen Winslow Who
tied an NFL mark with
the binge

"You know what fine
competitors they are," he
said. "They'll come after
us, wc_know that."
The'Rsiders, 7-8 and
doomed to their first nonwi'ng season since
1964, have history - and
Monday night mastery on their side.
The Raiders are 18-1-1
on Monday nights. Since
their only loss, a 21-20 setback at Buffalo on Sept.
16, 19i4, the Raiders have
won 14- in a row on Monday night.
San Diego, seeking its
fourth victory in five
games, is a seven-point
favorite in the NFL's
regular-season finale.

Quarterback Dan
Fouts, threatened with
suspension throughout
the week, needs 420 yards
to become the NFL's first
quarterback to pass for
more than 5,000 yards in a
season. A 300-yard passing effort would give him
25 for his career, tying
the all-time NFL mark
held byJohnny Unitas.
The National Football
League Players' Association demanded last Tues-

SCOREBOARD
At Memphis,Tenn.
Ohio State (1-34) vs Navy 17-3-1). 8
P.m •
Thursday,Dec.3I
Hall of Fame Bowl
At Birmingham,Ala.
Mississippi State (744) vs. Kansas
(8-341,2 p.m.,Mizlosi.
Peach Bawl
At Atlanta
The list of college football postseaaten
West Virginia 11-341 vs. Florida (7games(all time.EST):
41,3 p.m.,CBS-TV.
Saturday,Dec. 12
Bluebonnet Bowl
Independence Bowl
At Honks
At Shreveport,La.
Michigan 1844) vs. UCLA (7-3-1), I
Texas Aht4 33,Oklahoma State 16
Mixkus
Sudsy,Dec. 13
Friday,Jan.l
Garde.State Bowl
Cotten Bowl
Al East Rutherford, N.J.
At Dallas
Tennessee 211, Wisconsin 21
Alabama (1-1-1) vs. Texas (9-1-1), 2
Fridley,Dec.18
p.m.,CBS-TV.
Holiday Bowl
Fiesta Bowl
At San Diego,Calif.
At Tempe,Arts.
Brigham Toeing 38, Washington State
Penn State (1-24) vs. Southern
36
California (3-24),1:30 p.m., NBC-TV.
Saturday,Dec. II
Rorie Bowl
California Bowl
At Pasadena,Calif.
At Fresno,Calif.
Iowa (11-34) vs. Washington (3-24),
Toledo 27,San Jose State 25
p.m., NBC-TV.
Tangerine Bowl
Orange Bowl
At Orlando,Fla.
At Miami,Fla.
Missouri 19,Southern Mississippi 17
Nebraska(1-24) vs. Clemson (11-041,
Fritts),Dec 15
/p.m., NBC-TV.
Blue.Gray Classic
Sugar Bowl
Moatgornery,Ala.
At New Orleans
North AU-Stars vs. South AU-Stars,
Georgia (111-14) vs. Pittsburgh (10-112 30 p.m ,CBS-TV
(I), 11 p.m., ABC-TV.
Saturday,Dee. 111
Saturday,Jan11
Sun Bowl
Rut-West Shrine Game, Palo Alto,
At El Paw,Texas.
Calif.,3 p.m., CBS-TV
Oklahoma (6-1-1) vs. Houston (7-3-1),
Hula Bowl, Honolulu, Haws,,, 4 p.m.,
3 p.m., CRS-TV.
ABC-TV.
Monkey,Dec. St
Saturday,Jan.16
Cater Bawl
Japan Bowl, Yokohama City, Japan,
At Jacksonville,
ILA a.m.
Arkansas 1I-3-C vs. North Carolina
Senior Bowl, Mobile, Ala., 111 p.m.,
(8-24 9 p.m., ABC-TV.
ESPN.
Wednesday,Dec. 38
Olympia Geld Bowl, San Diego. 3
Liberty Bowl
p.m.,Syndicast.

College
Football

College
Basketball
EAST
American Intl 67, MassachusettsII
Baltimore U. Wagner 51
Boston Colt 71, Fairfield 73, 20T
Canisiin 69, W.Michigan 67
Dartmouth 62, Manhattanville 19
Delaware St.69, Rider 80
Dominican It Mercy 74
Drexel 75,St.Francis, Ps.67
Fairleigh Dickinson 44, St.Francis.
N.Y.82,01'
George Washington 52, George Mason
41
Georgetown, D.C. 76, Nev -Las Vegas
52
Holy Cross 71, Colgate 51
Maryland'',Ohio U.64
N.Carolina 59,Rutgers 36
Ohio St. SC-Princeton 55
Pittsburgh 31, Robert Morris 76
Providence 69,Creighton 63
St. John's 72, Fordham Si
Syracuse 78, Purdue 71
Temple 52, Villanova 44
Towson St. 70, Howard U. 66
SOUTH
Alabama MI, Penn St. 74
Alcorn St. 101, Florida AIM 67
Auburn 77, Florida St 76
Centenary 85, Chico St 75
Citadel 49, Davidson 47
G rambling 114, Prairie View 60
Jackson St 77,Stillman 72
James Madison 47, V a Corn.
monwealth 45
Kentucky St 103, Carson-Newman
1011,0T
Memphis St 112, SW Louisiana 70

AEC= t
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Middle Tenn 88, Tennessee Tech 63
Mississippi 71, Mo Western 56
Nicholls St 71, Hardin-Simmons 57
N Carolina St 77.N C -Wilmington 43
South Ca:olina 92, W Carolina 76
S Florida 49, Bethune-Cookmen 52
Vanderbilt 72. Indiana St 66
Virginia Tech 94. E Tennessee St 79
Wake Forest 71.„AppalarluanSt_ 17
W Kentucky 77, Austin Pray 64
William & Mary 69, N C Wesleyan 45

HAMMONDS LENDS A HAND - Racer forward Kenney Ham- overtime before beating the hosts,58-56.
monds (44) added his two-points worth to the Murray State victory - Photo by Hal Crouch
Saturday with this one-handed layup. The Racers tookBradley into

MIDWEST
Bowling Green II, Tri -St 61
Cent Michigan 86, Anderson 68
Cent St ,Ohio 105,Slippery Rock 112
Dayton en, old Dominion 77, OT
Detroit 55, Michigan 51
Drake 72, Iowa St 56
E K entucky 56, Akron 46
Illinois 53.St Louis 43
India-- 'S. Kansas St.49
Indiana Cent 41. Butler 69
Kansas II, Southern Methodist 71
Louisiana Tech 60, Kent St 55
Michigan St 101, Marshal1112
Minnesota 76, Marquette 54
Morehead SI 66, Youngstown St 62
Murray St St. Bradley 56.01'
Nebraska 71, Ball St 57
Sioux Falls 77, Midland 72
Toledo 63. Charleston, W Vs 61
W Illinois 95, Lewis.,
Wichita St Ill, Pan American 65
W is -Milwaukee 92, N Illinois 59

MURRAY STATE/FERRIS STATE
MONDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
"Fan Appreciation Night"
All Tickets Half Price

Free Candy For Children
Santa Claus Will Be At The Game

FAR WEST
Arizona 67, New Mexico 63
Arizona St 116, Ca I St -Los Angeles 62
Colorado 54, ColoradoSt 53
Gonzaga 59, Boise St SI
Idaho 44 San Jose St 45
Idaho St 94,S Utah 74
Richmond 65. Oregon 64
Santa Clam? St,Stanford 66
Seattle Pacific 73, Phillips 67
Texas Tech 71, Utah 65
UCLA $T DePaul 75
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Practical
Gift Suggestions
[

Any Item In The

Ace Hardware Dept.
With An Ace Hardware
Sticker Is
1979 Dotson 510
2-door, blue, blue interior, 5 speed, air,
one owner ,

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617

GIA OMIT/
SEINICI PARTS

GM

GEPIERAL MOTORS PRIM OIVW1011

641S.
Murray

25%

Off
Now Until Christmas

Murray Supply
Co.
tss I. Mein 753-3381
itgrest•ON

MURRAY STATE/WEST VIRGINIA TECH
MONDAY/RACER ARENA/7:30 P.M.
"NIKE BUMPER STICKER NIGHT"
1,500 Frio PASU !kaki*** Illrospeft Sekkars T.First 1,500 Foss At Gem*

21,1181
PAGE le THE Mt RH AI ky.,LEDGER & TIMES, Monday,December

Soviet Couple Celebrates Reunion In U.S.
know what awaits
him," Miss Alexeyeva
said Sunday after the
joyful reunion with her
husband, Alexei Semyonov, the son of Mrs.
Bonner by a previous
marriage.
"I -came to the United
"T -T'I"r XX
States of America to stay
here," the 26-year-old
woman said after flying
from Moscow to Paris
and Boston. She and her
25-year-old husband are
staying in Newton at the
• home of Semyenov's
sister.
The young couple last
saw each other nearly
four years ago as
re wishing .1
'
...we
sweethearts when Semyonov was forced out of
and
happy
a
you
.
•
the Soviet Union and
•
healthy Christmas!
came to the United
s •
States. Last June they
•
•
were married by proxy in
'
••4
••
••••••
••••••
Montana, which has a law
such marriages.
Joe Sled Worms Ageocy 753 5842 allowing
302N 12th
The Soviet Union
repeatedly denied Miss
Sakharov and his wife,
Yelena Bonner.
"There are hundreds of
prisoners of conscience
serving their terms in the
prison camps, and
Sakharov is still in his illegal exile, and we still do

NEWTON, Mass.(AP)
— Liza Alexeyeva is
celebrating a reunion
with her husband and
worrying about the fate of
the couple whose hunger
strike made it possible,
Soviet dissident Andrei

'MAY THIS HOLIDAY BE
FILLED WITH ADVENTURE
AND EXCITEMENT FROM
BEGINNING TO END!

not

4

•

FLAV-O-RICH
All Jersey Dairy Products
753-0202

•
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The Carrico's wish to extend
Season's Greetings and Best Wishes
for the coming year and a special
thanks to those who have made our
first year of business such a success
Our main goal for the New Year is
to strive even harder to serve our
customers with highest quality
gasoline, fast friendly service and
complete automotive needs.

Alexeyeva an exit visa to
join her husband, but
relented after Sakharov
and his wife staged a 17day hunger strike from
Sakharov's place of exile,
the Soviet city of Gorky.
Sakharov, a leading
Soviet dissident and the
1975 winner of the Nobel
Peace Prize, was exiled
after his criticism of his
country's invasion of
Afghanistan two years
ago. He is reported to be
in poor health.
Semyonov said
Sakharov and his mother
"are still in danger."
The KGB, the Soviet
secret police, 'will certainly try to revenge for
the fact that they had to
give in to the hunger
strike," he said. "Unless
the pressure from the
Western countries continues, the fate of my

4

All, Tommy & Patsy Carrico
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Tenn.
(AP) — Lt. Gov. John
Wilder says he favors
reinstating state Legal
Services Director James
Clodfelter to his $40,000 a
year job now that prosecutors have decided to
drop drug charges
against him.
Such a decision,
however, will have to
await a discussion with
Atthis
House Speaker Ned
merry time of
McWherter, Wilder said
the year,we • during the weekend.
hope all the
Describing Clodfelter
as a victim of cirhest comes to
cumstances, District Atyou:Thanks
torney General Tom
for your loyal
said Friday he
Shriver
patronage:
was dropping charges of
possession of marijuana
for resale against the
Legislature's top lawyer.
The attorney was
negligent, but not
criminally liable, for fail74,
/
c
"I
ing to notify authorities
that a house guest had
First of
left six pounds of marijuana at Clodfelter's
Michigan
home Nov. 14, Shriver
Corp
said.
Morris Bilbrey
753 9476
Clodfelter, 51, is executive director of the
agency that drafts
legislation for lawmakers
and studies the legality of
bills.
After being arrested at
NASHVILLE,

New Store
Hours
8-7
Mon.-Sat.

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$15.00 Order
or
Both with
$30.00
Order
All Three
With
$45.00
Order

Maxwell House

vtAxwo Coffee
titioust

49
1

•

Limit 1

lb. can

•••••

andir

WITH $15.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODU

Am.

Although no longer facing criminal charges,
Shriver said he believes
Clodfelter should accept
some punishment for his
indescretion in the case.
"I gave him a choice of
going into a pre-trial
diversion program, performing community service work and being placed on proba.ion, or
forfeiting half of his back
pay," Shriver said. "He
decided to take half his
salary."
Clodfelter's lawyer,
E.E. Edwards, said6 his
client was victimized by a
former reformatory inmate who served as a
Senate page in 1970 and
was a house guest of
Clodfelter.
The house guest, Larry
Zaniecki Sr., 29, of Boiling Springs, Pa., also was
arrested and charged
with possession of 18
pounds of marquana for
resale.
Zaniecki told
authorities that
Clodfelter gave him per-

59'

11••

is birth inspired
all mankind with
renewed faith and
hope. May you
each experience
the inner serenity
and enlightenment
that this special
holiday brings.

Domino

affrq

Dawn Sr Powdered \

••
Domino.

Sugar
1 Lb. Box „Limit 3
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29

.01

$15.60 ADDITIONAL
Pvitausi EICIUDING
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Order You Pit Baked Ham, Smoked
Turkey, B.Q. Shoulder, Baked
Turkey, Cooked Country Hams For
Christmas.
For The Finest In Custom Barkgeeing Call For Appointment.

mie

•

Ann Wilson
Clerk of Circuit
and
District Courts

Dark Brown, Light'\

WITH $15.00 ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE EXCLUDING
BA CO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

mission to leave a
package in his garage but
did not tell the attorney it
contained marijuana.
He said Clodfelter had
no idea what was in the
package until Zaniecki
opened it and removed 12
pounds of pot he had arranged to sell.
Zaniecki told
authorities Clodfelter
refused to let him bring
.the marijuana into the
house. Zaniecki said he
promised the lawyer he
would get rid of the marijuana but was arrested
before he could remove
it.
Edwards said
Clodfelter was looking
forward to returning to
his job.
"He is eager to get
back to work and the
dismissal of tilt charge
now makes it possible for
my client to be reinstated
before the beginning of
the new legislative session," Edwards said.
Wilder said he would
back Clodfelter's
reinstatement.
'It has been my position
all along that if his Is innocent, he should, be
reinstated," Wilder said.
"I still have to talk to Ned
(McWherter) about this,
though."

•

Eggs
Doz.

On their way to Newton
from the airport, their
driver was pulled over for
driving 55 mph in a 30mph zone. But Officer
Jimmy Riley of the
Brookline police, after
discovering who they
were, sent Miss Alexeyeva and Semyonov on
their way. Riley said he
told her,"Welcome to the
country."

his Nashville residence
by Tennessee Bureau of
Investigation narcotics
agents, Clodfelter was
suspended by Wilder and
McWherter pending an
investigation.

(A,
Grade A large
Limit 3

•

"It is one of those few
vilctories that happen in
the fight for human rights
in the Soviet Union. But I
wdp,dd like to remind you
that I am one at those
very few people who were
able to exercise their
legal rights, their lawful
rights. There are
thousands of people who
are not able to join their
relatives and dear ones."

Official To Be Reinstated

CARRICO'S SUPER
SERVICE STATION axicEc-K-AM
9th & Sycamore Sts.
753-2405

translator.

parents is unknown."
Miss Alexeyeva left
Moscow on Saturday,and
she looked tired and nervous as she was greeted
by applause from
reporters and onlookers
at Boston's airport Sunday.
Clutching two red carnations, she thanked
President Reagan, Congress and Western
leaders for supporting
Sakharov during his
hunger strike.
But she tempered her
joy by recalling the struggle for human rights in
her homeland, and now in
Poland.
"I would like to say this
is a Sakharov victory,"
she said in Russian. Tatyana Yankelevich, Semyonov's sister, accompanied her from
Paris and was her

••••-

Register For Our Giant

Christmas stocking &

'

RUTH BLACKWOOD
DEBBIE DODD
KATHY GARRETT
DONNA PARKER

CHERYL LINDSEY
JULIE SMITH
CHARLOTTE WILSON

CHRISTMAi
SURPRISES
Shol Downtown
SETTLE-WORKMAN
Where You'll Find
Items Discounted

10 Pit Baked Ham Halves
5 Hyde Park Self Basting Turkeys 18-20 Lb.
20 8 Lb. Bag ef Oranges 20 5 Lb. Bag of Grapefruit
Ti I.Given Away Doc 21 and 22

20% to 50%
vet
le
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Rattan
Trunks
On Sale
999
$3

Throughout The Store
999
$4
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SYNOPSIS: Santa and
Doak have discovered that
the Teases the Ice King is
making life miserable for
ever7ome is that be believes
nobody loves him. Santa has
a plan to find him a wife but
first needs the reindeer be set
loose back in Santa Land.
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Timex Watches

tip

CHAPTER THIRTEEN

THE SUN
DAUGHTER

imp

for ladies, men and children

30%

e new

PierI
collections

Rattan
Trunks
On Sale
$3999

$4999
Bel Air Chip

Murray, Ky.

Off

Norelco
Rotatract
Rotary Razor

Old Spice
After Shave
Lotion

Out performs t'fl
blades. 3 floating
• heads. nine comfort
settings. pop up trimmer
Model HP1601

02 Oz
Sale $ 1

sole $4 1 99

99

Northern 1200
Watt Compact
FoWia Pro Professional Blower
Dryer

- 1111T)0

I

200 woes. 2 heats
old',
two speeds handle folds
for easy
Model 1886 Sa

storage

co"
2 sets of soft removable bristles
gentle mist tangle free swivel cord
' Model C8 4

Cl GM
Super Max
Styler 1200
Hair Dryer
Compact style, Div..,
I 200 watts, two stylrnci
attachments three heat
ort settings
Model 9370
Sole 116 88'
Mfg Rebate 55 00
Your f mot \I- 0V

$ 1 1 88

1 688

Presto
Fry
Daddy

.ts mitt

Presto
Wee Fry
Electric
Skillet

Deep
Fryer

Just 7 Ips 10 Inc her
No stick rook-ing
easy clean ups, tenripered
gioss(Over

fries 4 generous servings in 4
cups oil, snap-on lid, non stick
wipe clean hard surface
No 05420

No W151

G.E. Toast Altroil
Toost-R-Oven
Toaster

ataTIINGS

,4vid
,
44400#0~
,
Awee,A
25 Steam vents, switches from
steam to dry at the push of
a button Model F-63

1 1 99

Sole

prepared for a dazzling new
Christmas. Hope it's the hest:

- Powerful motor,
quiet, dependable
and lightweight with 4
attachments
No 4 180

Main
7 12a)

PARKER FORD INC.•

Sate

Sale

•

Sale

Nut Cracker
Mixed
Nuts,
$ s7
Sale

90z Bag

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.

arrington
Christmas
Gift Wrapping
Paper

Whitman's
Messenger
Assorted
Chocolates

Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender

29

Brews 1 to 10 Cups,
Hot Coffee In lust
r
Second, m

$r1'95
43

Double
Dipped
Chocolates
Covered Peanuts

And Don't Forget Gibsons Will Ship A Christmas Ham
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

Ph ammo Fee Coning, IfIrepping
intuit,

II!'

Virginia

Steak
Bacon
Frozen Vegetables

$1895
Mr. Coffee
Automatic
Brewing
System

By Sound
8 Track Tope
layer With AM/FM radio.
2 Way Speaker System,5"
Woofer, 2" Tweeter, Bass and
Treble Controls, Automatic Program
Advance No. 3-5508

010

They Can Select From:
Country Ham
Sausage
Pork Chops

Rule Tuning, Block Textured
Case With Stitched Handle,
Styled For Easy Carrying Model.7 2810

G.E. Loud
Mouth Ill

Ci)

0.

G.E. AM/FM
Portable
Radio

$ Q 95

not‘inwpiogy

4111

Broils, Bakes, Top
Browns, Toast 4
Slices Model T-26
Sale $44 47
Mfg Rebate $5.00 Your ma! Cost
$3947

Wahl
4-In-1
Massager
Kit

Fasten your seat belts and be

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.

1

Sole

Sale $21 95

4*.->Pk -$1A
ligk4:*-4-A4s4; Kt--:›fr+---5R-:>r4r4R-;4'k4w1.41r*-

Very
Amp
Clyt5tma5

ft r( I •

ir

By water Pik
Greatest Thing To
Shower Since Hot
Woter, Chrome Finish Wall
Mot,' model SM 2
Sole

Steam
Crazy
Brash Soft
Styler

$ 498

795

The
Shower
Massage

AP Newsfeolures

By'The Associated Press
The nastier it gets, the
happier Hoosier ski
resort operators seem to
become. Most of the
resorts polled this
weekend reported slightly earlier than usual
openings.
Ski Paoli Peaks in
southern Indiana
reported nearly 5,500 people have skied its trails
since it opened Dec.11. On
Saturday and Sunday,
about 1,000 skied at the
resort per day, promotions director Margrit
Perry said Sunday.
"Pre-holiday Skiing has
been down as a rule.
Usually our heaviest time
is between Christmas and
New Years. We expect a
gradual increase," said
Mary Cruz, an accountant for Paoli Peaks.
Four-year-old Paoli
Peaks got a false start
last year, opening Dec.4
and closing two days
later until Dec.18 because
of rain, Ms. Cruz said.
That slowed business.
In contrast, she said,
"the weather has really
been in our favor" this
year.
On Sunday,
temperatures •ranged
from 8-12 degrees and the
sun was shining, but she
said some of the snow
that blanketed the
Michigan City area would
be 'welcome further
south.

California
Jumbo
Walnuts
Sathers Mixed Nuts
$ 1 29

Large assortment, styles

Mfg. Wed Price

Santa's eight reindeer did
not want freedom. Neither did
they want to find food for
themselves if it meant leaving
Santa Claus.
So, when Santa turned them
loose they had merely hidden
behind a snow ridge. When he
had started out on his journey
with Oonik the reindeer had
followed, always from a
Daughter
distance, always out of sight.
"Get out' Get out!" screamed the shocked Sun
They were very jealous of
Keotuk because he pulled
So she was overjoyed when
The Ice King trembled with
Santa's sled. When the polar
Claus suddenly appeared
Santa
eagerness. He took a comb of
bear started pulling the sled
bright little cottage and
her
at
and
pocket
his
from
icicles
the reindeers' hearts were
ced he had brought her
announ
silken
his
carefully combed
broken. They thought Santa
suitor.
a
hair.
had turned them free to get rid
"Show him in!" she cried
"Do I look all right" he
of them. But still they trailed
and she rushed to her
eagerly
ly.
nervous
asked
him loyally.
m to clAange into a
bedroo
little
Santa.
"Irresistible," said
and arrange her
frock
yellow
It was true that Oonik had a
He harnessed the reindeer to
yellow
father
his
lovely
and
eye
s
fine hunter'
the sled and he and Oonik and
had trained him well. From the
the Ice King and Keotuk and
the
When she came back. there
very beginning he had seen
the polar bear, who did
even
the Ice King standing
was
reindeers' antlers far behind
not want to be left behind, got
the
, overcome. with
there
heard
mes
someti
and
on the sled. The eight reindeer,
admiration, the icicles
clatter of their hooyes.
to be working for
ed
overjoy
trembling from his whiskers
- So now he said to the Ice
Santa again, did not mind the
the hoar-frost gleaming in
and
King,"Do you have some salt"
heavy load. They lifted the sled
d,
replie
hair.
his
King
Ice
The
into the sky and away they
"Oh Beautiful One," he
"Certainly. I have taken salt
sped.
keep
murmured tenderly and moved
from sea ice and I use it to
In no time at all they arrived
to take her hand.
my ice from melting in the
a land far to the East where
in
year
But the Sun Daughter
this
But
time.
summer
the Sun Daughter dwelled.
stepped back in horror. She
there has liven no melting and I
Now this maiden was the
snatched up a blanket and
have salt to spare."
daughter of the Sun.
e
favorit
threw it around her shoulders.
Oonik took the salt the Ice
in the East so that
dwelled
She
"Get out! Get out!" she
King gave him and spread it on
her father co -Id see her face
ed. "I can't bear the
scream
he
Then
castle.
the steps of the
the very first thing in the
And she went in her
cold!"
waived
clapped his hands and
morning when he came over
m and slammed the
bedroo
his coat and shouted.
at dawn.
horizon
the
door.
By and by the reindeer, who
Furious. the Ice King stalked
Though she was very
were hiding behind a hill, came
the house. "See!" he
from
never
had
she
ful
beauti
lly
gratefu
up, one by one, and
d angrily at Santa
very
shoute
was
she
because
married
licked the salt from the steps.
"Everyone hates me.
Still
Claus.
please.
to
hard
finicky and
Then Santa came out and
getting
Take me home! I shall go back
was
she
realized
she
ed
embrac
and
greeted them
to my castle and make a winter
older every year and she often
them with tears in his eyes.
spoil
that will last a thousand
to
d
husban
a
for
longed
"Now," said Santa to the Ice
not
years!"
was
father
her
her when
Kineyou must come and woo
Next: Otte More Try
_
it.
do
to
around
er."
Daught
the Sun

Resort Operators
Love Weather
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Beautiful Holiday
Design 3 Rolls, 100 Sq Ft
No 2337

I 4 Oz Box
54 95 Value

$ s
0
Sole ‘

$

1 99

-Holm Spice lack:.
171ors, 32 Spice

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
?07 N. 3,d$.

Photo M.WI
NOVRS;7.00 5:00 Mao.• Fri.
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Stomps

Only Federal Inspected Meot Market In Murray
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TREMENDOUS SALE

FLANNEL SHIRTS
Long Tails
Permo Press

5 BIG DAYS

$799

S-XL
Only
Men
'
s Genuine
Men's
Fruit of the Loom

Men's
TUBE SOCKS

UNDERWEAR

Full Cushion

Briefs Reg 6/119°
Sole 6P999

ON SALE

BIG BELL
JEANS

6
P
699 Size 9-15

Boys
SHIRTS
PULLOVERS

Tee Shirts Req. 6/813" •

$1
99
Sole 6/
1
Mens & Boys
Dress and Casual

Reg. $6.99 Sole

OUTERWEAR

$59

Reg. $9.99 Sale

Down Look Vests
And Jackets
Fleece Lined Coats

1 /3

Reg. $18.99

Reg. $1 1.99 Sole

Off

Size 4-16

$799
/

$959

Save 20'0

Mens
FLANNEL PAJAMAS
S-XL

688

Reg. $9.99

Save $3 1 I

Sale

Entire

tack

NITURE

BABY

UNIROYAL BOOTS
Insulated, Lace-Ups

2

5% Off

Carry Ails, High Chairs, Play Pens
and Strollers

Sale Price

Youths Reg. $14.99
Boys Reg. $16.99
Mens Reg. $18.99

$998
Ladies

CORDUROY

Save ub To $9.01
JEANS
Infants & Girls

SLUSH
BOOTS
$679
$979

BMA
SOKKETS
For Everyone
Who Wears
Water Proof
Boots
Reg. $5.99
Sale

Reg. $8.99 Sale

Save
$1.20

Reg. $12.99 Sale

A? 79
Reg. $16.99 Sale

$1279

TOE WORK BOOTS
2
999

Block; Style 102
ndies

Only

Save Up To $7.11
Reg. $25.99 Sale $
Girls

GARANIMALS SWEA
L TERS
SLACKS &
TOPS

20 4 /0

25%

Off

Sizes 4-14

Assorted Styles
And Colors

Off

888

Exquistite
Form

BRAS
/
12
Entire Stock

Only

Men's Steel

CASUAL
$1-10ES

Reg. S19.99 Sale $ 1 588

Special Purchase

12" $1488

STOCKING
STUFFERS
For Ladies & Girls
Gloves, Sock Hats,
Socks, Footies, Panties,
No Nonsense Panty Hose,
Fruit of Loom )(nee Hi's,
Tights & Leotards
•
Infant, Toddler, Girls 8, Boys

U. K. Items

Sweat Shirts, Tee Shirts,
Sweat Suits, Socks and
Night Shirts
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Shop Uncle Jeff's for hardware
paint, automotive, plumbing
electrical, sporting goods
health
and
beauty aids
housewares, clothing, shoes
toys, camera equipment and thi
lowest priced discount pharmacl
in the area.

SUPER SPECIALS FROM UNCLE JEFF'S HARDWARE DEPT.
.$;4•••
•••1
.

••...

•

G.E.

Fireplace Logs

•

%
144

Creeper

Special

Duro
Flame II

Ai

Buffalo
Brand
Mechanics

••-•••

Heat
Bulbs

Burns Up To 3 Hours In Colors

47

With Steel Wheels
With SO Amp Boost
For Storting Curs
Reg. $9.00 Savo $1.00

250W, 120V

I 97

$257

Portable

Buffalo
Bench

Drill
Press

$8800
Reg. 98.00

Sale

Fiberglass

Tempest

s Pipe
Wrap
insulation
Kit

Propane
Torch &
Tank

Kerosene
Heater
Reg. $42.00

Reg $12.87
Save $2.87

3"x25'

$1"

Save $10.00
/
1 3 HP /
1
2 Chuck
Cordomatic

Handy Lite
R
eel

1 (.••
Windlot$C d

Washe,
Solveff

With 20' Cord
Cord Pulls To Any
Length & Locks
& Retracts
Automatically
Reg. $19.99
Sale

Windshield
Washer
Anti
Freeze
.10
s
Solvent A.11
a

Protects to 22° Below %OH
•
NIOesd.

1 Urr
.4

Gal

.
I

E JEFFS SPORTING GOODS on
No Rainchecks

Nb Rainchecks

No Rainchecks

.

•

11

Black Slim

Camouflage
Chamois Shirts

II
•

Vge bilks

,A1

r

Tough, Yet Soft Double fie/ ced
Cotton Flannel All Sites

kOr
Sale $ 1 759

Genuine Army Camouflage

Cannon Netting
Assorted Sizes For Duck And Boat Btiuds

Coveralls 4.11
Snowmobile Suits
and

dr'

Es

e
•
l'el;

Wilson

Basketballs
...$ 1 699

Gyro IlAsced, Officiel Sizellti0t llo. 700 S—

Large Selection of I

Coleman Camping
Products

Red Head Brand Hunting

Jackets &
Pants

Give Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Good

In Boys Sizes
Just Like Dads'

Gift Certificates

5 1%.°W.
ainim" 51dsielonesNrini"_•"ea"...a.Vineir•"_•%W..

AVAILABLE

Women's, Children's
Insulated

'
4141`- Knives
Large Selection of
Pocket Knives and Sheath Knives.
Including: Case, Shrade Old Timer,
Camillus, Kabar, Boker and More.
Also: Custom Made Sheath Knives By R.E.D.

Men's

-

e"."8"•"•":"Anneureinell's
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Students Write To Santa Claus

BRING'KIN
HOWIE MDR
mE Lm

•

When your family comes home for the holidays,
you'll want to serve'em refreshment that's as
special as the occasion.
So when you do your holiday shopping,
pick up plenty of Coke, TAB,and Sprite in all
your favorite packages.
And bring'em home...
U13
for the holidays.

The following are let- chichi girl doll and a tap
ters to Santa written by recorder and Monchichi
first and second graders. boy doll and some Barbie
clothes and skates and I
Love you and I am going
to give you some cookies
Dear Santa Claus
Monchichi girl doll with and some milk western
clothes. tippy toes doll Ken and Barbie and a
pretty cut and grow. I camera. From Michelle
love you Santa Claus and R.Stinnett
I hope I will get a lot of
presents. and have a Dear Santa
merry chrismas. Love
I want a tape recorder
Jennifer Lynn Howe
and a Mr. Dentist and a
mousetrap and I would
like a camera and a
Dear Santa,
I will give you Hot microphone. and a
chocolate and cookies I General Lee Race track.
hope you will like this is Form David John Nowak.
some of the things I want
for Christmas. tine shoes Two Sant Claus.
I am going two leave
skates the Deefreeze
from Star Wars the little you milk and cookies and
electronic pinball game hot clocolate and I want a
some uno cads Nikes Basketball and a race car
Rams Football player whith a remote control
from Russell Lyunn and a record player and a
Hoasman. Criss Cross new whatch and I want a
Crask thank you! Sled puppy.From Hal Nance.
goof clubs pitcure of you
please Mr. Microphe a Dear Santa
I love you Santa say Hi
pitcure of Rudolph and
to
the elves and Ole
All the other Raindeers.
Deers. I would like this
Thank you!
Monchichi chi girl boll
and Monchichi chi and a
Dear Santa Claus
Western Barbie and a
I would like a Mon- Bike and anything you

want me to have. Valerie
Cunningham
Dear Santa Claus
My Birthday is right
before Christmas I want
a doll house monchi chi
girl doll stuffed bear I
want some Tizugs shoe
skates a littil a Rabies
Cube and leather Nike
and onu cards. I Love you
santa and thank you for
the nice toy I have. Love
Kellie Burkeen
St. Nick from Brent
Thompson have you been
over mount rushmore, ho
you no everybody name,
send me a list of these
answer please, st. Nick at
Kentucky or Brandonburg night before
christmas if you no where
I am three other, cave
monsters Dracula
wolfman Phantom of the
Opra,Dinosurs.
Dear Santa Chaus,
I wish you a merry
Christmas I want a
motorcycle I want a
sterbery sortcake set will
you get my mom a
wrtherbed will you get
my a wrtherbed to Santa
Cla will you get my Dad a
now set of tools will you
get my Borther a now
Bike. Charlene Barnett
Dear Santa and Mrs. Santa
I hope you and your elfs
are felling good. Santa I
have a brother named
Virgil and two dogs, two
cats and my brother has a
frog. This is what I want
atari a frog-radio. Thats
all I can think of right
now. From: Mandon
Welch

Dear Santa
How are you I'm moving to elesebeth town. and
How is Mrs. claus and
I'm fine and How is rudof
and hisred nose and all
the other rain dears and I
want a cowboy set and
How are your elvs and I
can't wate till Christmas
and till your elvs not to
make a mestake I want a
loene ranger altfet with
guns and clue and duks of
haserd game and another
stage coch with indins.
David Crawford.

M. Ronald Christopher
and William E. Pinkston
Attorneys & Cownselors at Law

205 S. 6th

753-1266

llL

Dear Santa,
Are you getting busier
everyday? I am I can't
wait until Christmas. I
art i counting the days I'ts
(Continued On Page 16)

En ova •

visit in your
new home.

'(or new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good places
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem for
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's- what
my visit Is all abcnot — and It's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over SO years. Just call me.

Katiteriee Oatiand 753-3079
Hostesses
towbars rag(Asst.)492-5345
Mary Ituariltos(Asst)753-5570

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

"Coca-Lola' and '•Coke' are rtro,r..re.d !Terre- • mar k•
h dent 'I.,
'TAB'Rad "Sprite" are also reg2scered trade-marks 0' The Coca-Cola Lompan,

Christmas is:
Snowflakes
and sun,
Colorful
and gay

IT

Exciting
and fun.

4
'
4

Enjoying
the day!
Make yours,
special!

•
•

Bunny
Bread

•

620S 4th
753-2655

COKE, TAB, &
SPRITE

Nothing tastes like the
real thing.

/
2 oz., 10 oz. & 16 oz.
In 61
Returnable Bottles.
1,10•11.11,011,161 M1,0• CIIWOrl
1
4
.
41

Is NO soi Ow ow um mmmmm

3
,

zI

Otter gcod only in area
served by
Pediece6 Coes Cele UMW.Co.

4.•0101.1. 10MOO.I.P41

L

The new

T0 T HE DEALER Our sales repre,,k•nt,itive will reimburse Y'ou for the
face value of this coupon. plus 7a handling. if you accept it only on the sale
of the specified product Any other
application constitutes fraud Invoices
showing your purchase of sufficient
stock to cover all coupons must be
o‘r,in upon request Void it prohlbsted.
'axed or restricted Customer Must
pay any required bottle deposit and
sales tax Cash value 1/20 of 1 cent

me so on on so

r,04,4 ;owl C.r.A..1 ate regtr,terrto trade marks wh,c h rdentily
oodier 11w, ia,lhc.eiIy 01 The Coca Cora Company by padecoh

Ell MMMMM

==== MM

th,same pfutiuct.of The Coca Cola Company
C.cok,soptso.co.

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
753-3404

ON OM a

NriPtrain

'Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

Pieri
collections

Swing
Chairs
On Sale
$4999
Bel Air Ctr.
Murray, Ky.

I' 4(4.15 TM. MI HM11.1k)..LLI)GIER & TIMES. Moaday,Deembaer 21,19111

h

NOBODY HAS LOWER
PRICES THAN BIG JOHN !I

ettgeN

F. Bak
\

COFFEE

BRANDEAGLE

Deegan Him

CAKE
MIX

Maxwell House

190z.

R4

1
4
0
z
a 1
MILK

I
WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

MI CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH CHECK-OUT BONUS CERTIFICATE
Closed 24th 6 p.m.
Open 26th 7 cai.

Bea4s A latp

EGGS
i
E ngi4150eKED
PICNICS

PATTIE
FisrF4
MIX
...„).89'
3 11

AVAILABLE

Tvelp4.

COCONUT

la 1111. $111. KR %I .

LEDGER &
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Elementary Students Send Christmas Lists To Santa
With meet
sincere hopes
that peace and
happiness be
with us all
Many thanks.

(Continued From Page 14) ter not put to many thing
seventeen more days. Love Meredith Julian
_
how are your reindeer9
Dear
Santa.
the day after Christmas
My mon might sind you
I'm going to my grandmy
Christmas list. but if
mothers house in Hunshe
dosen't
my list will be
virgina.
I
West
tington
can't wait. now do you no here. how are you I
want to know what I hope you are doing fine. I
want. I want, Litebright, am in the second grade.
let me think oh a doll with -Here is my list, a football
a silk dress and pillow snit man pads. Atari
and a doll that laughs or capcella two walkie
talk when you trow it up. talkie. I don't mind if you
and a racer pen well I bet- don't get me every thing
but please get me the
football sut and the main
pads. the end Bill Sanders
Dear Santa Claus and
Mrs. Claus.
How are you doing. I
saw you christmas
prayed how is Mrs. Claus.
1JECEmBER
22 23 24

SING
1
OUT
.4:u
JOYFULLY,
AS WE
%>' SHARE THE
MANY
I..
BLESSINGS
OF THE
CHRISTMAS
SEASON.

Men's or
Ladies
Raincoats,
Topcoats,
Carcoats

2/5
DRY

cLeaneRs
•

Ellis Popcorn Co.
Wiswell Road

maw hy we!
luy
In Me

Dear Sapta Claus
I am doing fine and I
think Diana has already
told you what I want but I
thot I wood tell you again
so I hope your wife is doing Brie I think your so
nice for giveing your
toy's that your elf's made
here's what I want you to
give me fo Christmas. A

"That's the way
you want
it."

one HOUR

3" each

Coupon
Sportcosts, Blazers,
Windbreaker*,C.P.O.'s

11

1
Lin, 2
coupon mull OCCOrncionv aor mem
Good Dec 21 thru 24

Shirts ow 59,
753-5451

Laundered and pressed
to perfection
folded or on hangers

year. This is what I want
for christmas But you do
not have to get
everything. For me. Barbie town house western
ken and horse play tabel
play chairs, operation
game Pritty cut and grow
barbie makeup set Play
house stuff white skates
well I guss I better bne
going I am in school.
Dear Santa Claus,
Love Marianne Kay
I'm doing fine. How are Gilbert
you doing? Is it very cold
down there? I hope you Dear Santa Claus,
How are you doing A
have a nice Christmas.
nice
Christmas racetrack
This is what I want a
rubixcud skats, Love Dukes A nice bed A nice
truck I what A sleeeping
Christy Beane.
bag I what A football
foem Blaine Donelson
Dear Santa Claus,
My mom said ownle to Dear Santa'
get 3 or 4 toys. I am fine
I love your rande's. I
how have you been. I wundor if you'r
rande's
want a real stove oven are good I wundor if
you
that really bakes cakes are good I have
ben good
and I want a notebook and I love you to santa.
I
and I want a vackun. hope that I can
be good in
From Sissy Warner
backitball I playd sockrer
this year. and it was nic
Dear Santa Claus,I'm going up mishin citey for But sum of was not verey
good you dont nead to sed
Christmas and thin i'm
Me anything. Good bye
am comeing bak to kinDaniel Thacker
tucky and we are going to
stay in murry fore a fuw
Dear Santa Claus.
day thin we are going toi
How have you been dotaxas. I would like to
have a mukchch bay doll ing. I have been doing fin.
I am 7 years old and my
and girl doll and I would
sister is 4 years old. I had
like to have a game. And I
my wart taken off. I want
can't think of inney thin
Imigic
saled. From April
als rite know. And I wish
you a marey Christmas Haneline.
just like every buttzy als
dose I Love you very Dear Santa Claus and.
much marey Christmas Mrs. Claus.
to you. Poppie McCarty

Stopfif ziiggy. Wrote head moncheche
something to put in my
Amy Sykes.
room. Prety cut and grow
that's all I want for
Dear Santa Claus.
How are your elfs woot Christmas from you.
a bat you are you fine I Good by Santa claus love
have been a good boy I Mtellsa LeAnn Darnell
woat this At-At and I love your wif and
Minereger Dusks of haz- elf's and I like there
zrd branbasts. form flop- thing's they make. Goodby by by Santa Claus.
py Duffy

515259
prices good all week,

Dear Santa,
I ride bus 10,6,12, I have
a dog named OJ so how
are you doing I hope it
snows _on christmas how
are the Reindeers doing
have I been good this

How are doing I hope
you have A nice
christmas I love you Santa Claus.Santa can I have
race car track May I
have candy can have A
box cray ba ha Selena
Graves
Dear Santa and Mrs.Santa Claus,
How are you doing out
there. Do you remember
the Hainsworth's I have
been good and bad and
that is how I'ev been this
year. I think you will
have a lot of praests this
Christmas. How are your
elfs. Here is what I want
for Christmas. Fast owns
rude cub Merry
Christmas From Boyd
Daniel Hainsworth
Dear Santa Claus,
I have some frineds
that are coming for
Christmas, and instad of
geting me, something for
me get my, frineds
something for them. But I
what two thing that is
skats. and porn-porn and
get some good for then
From Anne Marie Shapla
Shapla
Dear Santa I hope yere
elf is well that was sick
Last year and i hope yere
well and all your rian
Dere and This is what i
want a snowwalker a
Tunker truck a starwars
men and a Lump rope, a
(Continued On Page 17)

HOLIDAY
BLESSINGS

SUPER SAVERS

professionals do!

May you share in the spirit of loving, giving
and worshipping together. To all our friends
...many thanks for your kindness.

11•4•Air Sloop*,
753-4751
Bob Bitlingtnn
Guy Rillington
Owen Killington
Mr,Shipley
TomS(n.,ge,s

The way we figure, this
Christmas is going to be
the best one yeti Hope it
adds up to lots of smiles!

Federal Land
Bank
Association
Mayfield,
Kentucky

302 N.7th

247-3650
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Santa Letters..

•

(Continued From Page 11)
hunting nil a feetball and
salter ball a gas plan a
team America clip clap a
Dart Bord a caps a Play

Bowling aly theta all. been good. I wish you
a mashen. Love Jennifer
Christopher Brandon
Marry Christmas. I what Karon Magary.
now skate for Christmas
Dear Santis,
How are you doing I am and tip toe I love you San- Dear Santa,
How aer You doing I
fine I hope you too. I have ta and snope snow cone
Love You and I new You
act my freind and Pm doing fine, have a merry
christmas. now what I
want an At-At Stbech
monster and merlen
Godselct and Sand persn
and R2-D2 and my name
is Adam LaBelle

We gather together on
this holiest of holidays
to bring you tidings 0
of comfort and joy! c 0
Thanks too all! 0

magic set and a real
horse toy box a cow girl
sail Board Valley Ball
Bat. Kelly
Dear Santa Claus.
I would like to have a
bike. Love Damon
Dear Santa Claus,
I would like to have.
Drums big Rubiks Cube
Toys Games Simeon
Merlen Small Cars Magic
Hannah Batts

Dear Santa,
I want for Christmas a Dear Santa Claus
I would like to have
Hot-wheel Merlin StarTools
puppy and a Rubiks
wars-man And-ship. Love
Truck foot Ball I Love
Mitchell Debow
you Kasey
Dear Santa Claus,
I would like to have A Dear Santa Claus
I would like to have
Barbie and Q and i TV
and 500 $ and I wish my rubiks cube.Stacy Boyd
littl cot to come back
cowgirl suit 1 Love You Dear Santa Claus
I would like to have a
304 South 15 Street Signtoy
bus and a E. Football
ed, Vanessa Sammons
And A Wal Mart Truck
And A Radio And A
Dear Santa Claus.
I would hie to have Rubiks Cube 207 S. 11th
Strawberry asitortcaak. St. Michael Deboe
Tracy
Dear Santa Claus,
Dear Santa Claus
I would like to have A
Toy car I would like to football and a walmart
have Rubiks Cubes real truch I have a nice trip
Rabbit and a real cat Steven G.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5312

ACROSS.
5 End
1 FondM
8 Ors green
4 Make
7 Short sleep
amends
0 Man's name
9 Had a bite
9 Bat-wood
12 Macaw
tree
13 Fort of a
10 Golf gadget
sort
11 Transgress
14 Weight of
16 Cloth
India
. mmsure
15C
18 Experience
17 Bustle
20 Danish land
19 Tibetan
don
priest
22 Tranquility
21 NA's neigh-23 Knight weer
bor
24 Exists
22 Bucket
28 Penurious
25 Demon
28 Babylonian
27 Bristle
deity
31 Bitter vetch 29 Earl or duke
32 Amuse
30 Positive pole
34 Part of to be 32 Before
35 Coin of yore 33 Soak
36 Born
35 Musical
37 Man — man
drama
38 Able
39 Scale note
41 Ancient
42 Great Lake
43 Actor
Wallach
44 Maple
45 Sun god
47 In addition
49 Run aground
53 Dining
57 Kind of coat
58 Brown. as
bread
80 Meadow
61 Social insect
62 Get up
63 Limb

Mswer to Saturday's Panic
UUWO CUL UEBO
OUGAL ULIU [HMO
UMEU WEIL UUOU
MUUMUU DEUEUU
UU MOO
MUM MUMMA/
UM MUM UUU
OUBUIDUUE UUUm
UU
UOIDOUO GUMMI
CU= ODU UWOM
UMW IDUID MUIR
CUM LILI UUUU
40 Guido's high
note
41 Eithers
partner
44 Little one
46 Pilaster
48 Surfeit
49 Resort

Dear Santa Claus,
would like to have a
Truck and a car Chad
---Dear Santa Claus.
I would like to have
Genrli Lee Rubik's Cabe.
Toy Rocket. Football suit
Tinkertoy. Baseball Bat.
Pony. Cowboy suit.
Globe. Brad
----Dear Santa Claus.
I would like to have A
Football. And Rubiks
Cube. A Duke car With
the Duke boys Aaron
Sean Turn bow
------ Dear Santa Claus,
I would like to have 1
wont a Rubikcube Aad I
want a violin Meg
- ---- Dear Santa Cla
I would like to have
Race track for
Christmas. Chris
- ----Dear Santa Claus
I would like to
hawe....Donnie Holland
------Dear Santa Claus,
I would like to have simeon & $2 (I Know I
Won't Get It). & criss
cross crash race set & a
nerf football, that's all I
can think of. I'll tell you
more when I see you If, I
see you. P.S. My sister
has been Routy. We'll
have milk & cookies For
you. your friend, John

Galloway p.a. I've been
good.
Dear Santa Claus,
I would like to have
some Roller skate and the
rest of the Strawberry
Shortcake Dolls and
everything else of it. I
Love You! Love, Jennifer.
----Dear Santa Claus
I would like to have
foothill Sot ReReahors
Heal Rubik 71 Nit o and a
Nil hodr Chip

I would like to have
Topes train motorcycle
Rubiks cube maim set
diver tanks
Dear Santa,

Tension
Caused
At Holidays

Dear Santa Claus
I would like to have red
Bike Magic Rubiks cube
Motorcycle Magic dog
- ----Dear Santa Claus
I would like to have tippee tose doll A real puppy
Spek Math Ginger
Elizabeth Crouch

50 Number
51 Rodent
52 Clck beetle
54 Sick
55 Born
58 Joke
59 Three-toed
sloth

ks

YOU
PAID
IT

Dee Santa Claus.

Dear Santa Claus,
I would like to iave
I would like to have a Lawarren
dog a cat to. Sid
--Dear Santa Claus
Dear Santa Claus,
I would like to have a
I would like to have a Bike and $2.00 and Light
Bike. Puppy. Rubiks Bright. I love you Love
cube. Football. Pocket. Sally Ann Pace
Shannon Beale
----Dear Santa Claus,
I would like to have
Drum Dukes Car Bike
E.G. Rubiks -cube Rampiar Blue and yellow.
Michael Carr
WEST LAFAYETTE.

maim mamma 4.:11
WM WEN= WNW
WEWMOIM
WIIIMU WM
WWWII UMW uuaa
UMMMUMMINI
I. UWE UMW WINI
WIMAIMEWIIM
WIIIMM WM um=
ma imam
awamma UMMOdd
WMUMM MOM
WWI UMMEM MOM

DOWN
1 Moccasin
2 Time period
3 Gob
4 Region

Dear Santa Claus
I would like to nave
Bike Rubiki Cude baby
Christy.
- -Dear Santa Claus
I would Ilk to have
Rubiks Cube. Rocket
Lewis

YES,
I DID--

BACK
PAST

—1
,
4
,
4e1E

Vod KADW V YeA141 WELL,
%WERE YOU
YoU JOW
CAN 6.0.
WHERE YQU
SAR&E
CAN GO!!!

Then- s no
Ind. tAPI
place like home k. :he
holidays, the old song
says, but a Purdue
University psychology
professor says home
sweet home can Lured
tensions when the
clan gathers to celetir ite
the season.
Clifford Swensen, who
teaches in the School of
Humanities, .Soci,al
Science and Education,
says most people tend to
develop illusions about
parents and other family
members they don't iee
very often - and that can
be a strain.
"We've placed too may
expectations on our
families during holidays
People say to themselves,
'This is supposed to
a
joyous occasion,' and
they're even more disappointed when things iion't
work out as planned he
said.
'When the illusions are
shattered, there'. a
tendency to blame family
members for not being
the people we v
them to be
eat
Parents might
adults as children, or :in
older sister or br,fti•r
may try to domcidte
younger siblings, say: !h.!
psychologist.
On the other hand, pi
pie become disillusi, ne.)
when old patterns 7iri:
broken, such as whit
parents make chane.• itt
the house or decide ti. mel1
the family home and
move into an apartment.
The psychologist did
old patterns are hart to
break and are quo kly
resurrected wii n
families convene: if vou
fought as children, the
same dynamics often l art!
in effect when yo: re
adults.
Family disagreemer,tc
are largely the resul 1,1 !L
habit, Swensen said, adding that fighting is the
only way some people
know how to make—contact.
The demands of a
spouse or of children frequently throw previous
relationships off balance
and siblings who wPre
once close find they ran not re-establish their
earlier intimacy.

Christmas is
Snowflakes
and sun,
Colorful
and gay
AN YOU CIET HIM ON

li

the magic and mirth
e
of Chi-IMMO* slipover y0111 Si it Is happy surprises!
We thank yoss emixelaill • dear friends and
patruns fur your ssappfirt.

0
;
4

IS:. Exciting
and fun,
Enjoying
the day!
Make yours,
special!

,/
ff.."
*!:**.:••

rAl:
11

THERE HE
IS. ASK HIM.

CO WHAT_SE 5ores-uH..6e
THIS MONSTER
AML4Y FROM ME!

atIOA

Bob Nanney
Insurance

111

AVAILABLE

Mayfield, Ky.
753-4351

107 N 4th
753-4937
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2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE
•

78 Mock+, Dawn
12' by SS' For Sole.
Call 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.

NOTICE
Will clean gutters and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

"ECONOMY TIRE
&SERVICE
See
Ds Snow
rres

FREE
$10.00 Gift Certificate when yoe

letreds
Join thefight...

,203 Mein Street
Norm,Ky.
/ 753-1500

Again*, caacer by helping the
McDowell Cancer Ecuadorian raise
funds to build • Cancer CtIlltf for
Kentuckians
Reaching our goal of $19 million
depends on the generosity of people
like you
Please send contributions to:
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDATION, 915 South limestone, LeoMyron. Kentucky 40536.
All donations irdl be matched by
Mrs. Lucille Markey of Calumet
Farm
*minors.

Fomiles, groups, reunions, remember those
special occasions, with
photographs

Carter

-re
•

Studio

1-

; MINN

12

753-8298

300 Main

The Murray Calloway County
Transit System will not be in
operation December 24th and
25th. But will be back in operation
on December 28, 1981.

0.•

Or wrop_a 5905900W'o
Or eoon a Oat When you imp up a
game from AL-Meson. wiu're pocking plenty
010
of action inside Non-slop
your Mon'or Sears video gome system There's one
Me wow*in Me brolly and
Me mane
So this Chnsttnas, put some statement under
vacpsAnd stick around for opening Oaf

thmergesio plug
memo's

Sunset Boulevard
Music
Bilking Cater(liar
Men)
Chesteet St 7631113

RECORDS - TAPES- STEREOS

Gold & Silver
Inc.
• Wholesale Jewelers

•

•

Free

•

come into the store.
Use now or later on
the perches. of KENNY ROGERS JEANS,
(mans or womens) or
mans and womens
boots. New Shipment
Weekly.

Vernon's
Western
Store

°tropic Mene

Olympic Plaza
14 Kt. Gold Gift
With Each

$50.00 Purchase or more

Attention MDE and
WBE sub - contractors
and suppliers. We are
preparing a bid to be
submitted Dec. 11, 19$1
on Waste Water System
facilities in Murray, Ky.
We are soliciting sub
bids on the following
work: earth work, fence
work, landscaping,
paving, piping, precast
concrete, paneling,
ceramic tile, resilint
flooring, painting,
plumbing, HVAC and
electrical plans and
specifications may be
examined at our office
or several other
locations. If interested
any of this work
please contact us at
once at Service Con struction Co. P. 0. Box
40646 Nashville, Tn.
37204, Phone 615-2553161.

in

6 HELP WANTED

753-7 1 1 3
9-9 DoRy

1-4 %Way

See the Unicorn Gift
Selection at the Green
Door
Dixieland Shopping
Center
Chestnut Street
Open till 8 p.m.

NOTICE

4•

2 Kinice

Female roommate
wanted to share two
bedroom house. Call 753
9265.
Mirrors For Christmas
M & .G Complete,Giass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do
picture' framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets, show cases
and display cases. In
stall auto glass, window
glass and plate glass.
Repair storm windows,
storm doors and patio
door glass. M & G Glass
816 Coldwater Road.
753-0180 or 753-2798
Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main
759-4073.
THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings ior a limited
number of children are
now availaOle, 1503
Stadium View Dr. 753
9356.
Visit Hazel Kentucky Antique Mall. Open 5 days a
week.9 5. Sunday 1 5
Watkins specials. 3lack
pepper, vanilla, menthol camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753 8184.

GOLD 8
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plaza
14K Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Floating Hearts S2.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Purchase.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
753-7113
3.-CARDOF THANKS

••

14K Diamond Earrings
Cut Stones Not Chips
$23.93

753-7113

No One Beats Our Prices
On:
k• •C*

Nitichi
Sharp

16001

Majestic

Nt

"We Serrice What We Sell"

World of Sound
222 So. 12th St.

7534865

20 SPORTS
EQUIPMENT
Ithaca 20 guage pump gun
with two barrels. High
standard 20 guage
automatic, 243 rifle. Call
753-1208.

22. MUSICAL
CAR STEREO.
Pioneer, Kenwood,
Marantz, Mitsubishi,
Sanyo. Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-01)3.

CLAYTONS
753-7375

23 EXTERMINATING

MURDER

Kelley's Termite
8 Pest Control

9. SITUATION
WANTED

10 BUSINESS
OP POP T UN IT

Representive. Would you
like to represent the nation's largest builder of
individually built, custom
constructed homes? We
will train you to call on
our prospects. If you are
an honest, aggressive, go
getter, this is an op
portunity to get in on the
ground floor. Straight
commission or salary
plus commission position
available. Multi million
dollar ad campaign opens
the door for you. Excellent advancement opportunities. Fringe
benefits for salaried
employees include: stock
purchase investment, life
and hospitalization insurance, profit sharing
program. If you are this
person and you are ready
and willing to talk to
home building prospects,
contact us immediately.
Jim Walter Homes, Inc.
Phone 1-442-7368. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Area representive. $10,
000 plus to start. High
school graduate. Must
be -age 21. Good oppor•
tunity for career and
good income. Phone
4 4 3 6217 for an
appointment.

This is the season of the
year when families Or'
together to exchange
gifts, reflect on the past WANTED. Baby shoes
year, and offer thanks to be bronzed. Call
for what we have. We 1 443 5926 from 8 a.m. to
find we have so ,many 10 p.m We pick up your
shoes and give you a
things for which to be
receipt.
thankful. Since Ray's
accident in August
which left him paralyzed„ we have come to
realize how many Dining room table and 6
friends we have and for chairs. 753 7126.
the many blessings we For sate 3 piece living
have received from
room set and recliner.
God. We wish it were 753 6930.
possible to personally
New couch, 2 matching
thank the churches, chairs, coffee table,
civic organizations and $300 25in. Quasar color
our many friends for the tv, $200. Call 437-4155.
money, your visits, and
Traditional style
especially your prayers
Broyhill sofa 075, home
for Ray. However, this
entertainment center
would be impossible so
$150. Call after 5pm.
we ask you to please
accept this means as 759 1831. •
our way of saying
"Thank You" for ever
ything you have done
for us. We ask you to For sale KIRBY
continue to remember VACUUM CLEANER
us in .your prayers, and With all attachments.
we.wish for each of you Good as new. Low $129.
the happiest holiday Electrolux. Also Elec
season!, Ray Gene, trolux Filter Queen, and
Cheryl, Jenger and Ray Rainbow's, $129. Paris
Jr. Coursey
(9011 641 7473.
1111111MilioniiM11111111r-

14 WANT T_O BUY

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
t. (Across from Corsestraity Coster)
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00

225 L. P. Miller

S-•

pm

WANTED

17 VACUUM
CLEANERS

Final Mark Down

Sears sewing machine, 12
built in stitches, 30 cams,
$175. Call 753-9424 between 5 and 6
weekdays. Anytime
Saturdays.

$180 Per Week Par
Time at Home. Webster, America's fore
most dictionary comResponsible party to
pany needs home
take
op payments an
workers to update local
Re new piano.
mailing lists. All ages,
experience unnecessary. Call 17168426000.
Ext. 5112.
Wanted Farm Manager.
west Ten650 acre
nessee farm. 600 herd
feeder pig operation,
100 head cow herd, 200
0-7
acre row crop. Send
Cell
resume to Terra Farm
P.O.Box 1059 Paris, Tn.
38242.
Counter person. Experience preferred, not
Inquire in
required
person at Boone's Inc.
605 Main.
Experienced SalespeoMane 153-3914
ple. Advertising ex
Perience preferred but
4.MISCELLANEOUS
not necessary. High
Compact or dorm room
earning available to'
right people. Only amb- refrigerator, stereo
itious and energetic system with tape and
people need apply. record player. 753-7989.
Apply in person only on 40ft. tv tower, 2 anMon., 8am-5pm at 208 tennas, UHF-VHF. 4in.
E 13th St Benton, Ky.
well driller. Call 7537956.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
Will clean houses Mon. music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
through Fri. Honest and
dependable. References Bearcat 210 proon request. Call grammable scanner
436-5616.
and Panasonic RA 6600
AM-FM stereo receiver.
753-6341 after 5pm.

16. HOME
FURNISHINGS

14K 16" Gold Chain .
• 14K 18" Gold Chain
Floating Hearts

lE3E111
10)
18. SEWING
32. APTS. FOR RENT HOUSES FOR RENT .1.....aakelij.,
26. TV-RADIO
MACHINES
Two bedroom furnished
Brand new 2 bedroom
FOR
Singer Sewing Machine
house in country. Garduplex in Northwood.
with maple cabinet.
den spot and water
Large
Central heat and air,
RENT
furnished. 753 7611.
Good condition. Call
)election
carpeted, patio and
You will love this Two bedroom cottage,
753-7635.
carport. Refrigerator,
Used TV's
cosy 3 bedroom
living room, kitchen,
stove,

Open Nom

Mon., Tues., Thurs., tn., Sat.
8-12 - 753-3685

SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18"-24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Firewood. Order now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436-2758.
Firewood for sale. 7533523.
Firewpod. Seasoned or
unseasoned. $25. rick
delivered. Call 436-2744
after 5pm.
Fork lifts new and used.
Complete line of lifts for
every purpose. Datsun
and others. If you need
a lift give us a call
502-247-4069.
For sale: trash coinpacter needs repairs.
753-6532, 753-0418.
Manual hospital bed.
Call 753 0645 after 4:30.
Oak and hickory
firewood for sale. $20.
rick delivered. Call
437 4731.
Large office desk and
chair, 2 12ft. sections of
commercial shelving,
double roll paper cutter,
2 rolls of gift wrapping.
753-7989.
Rent a fluffy fOrry
Santa Suite from the
Kappa Depatment and'
surprise someone this
Christmas. Call
753-8233.
Slabs for sale bundled
or banded. You haul or
we will haul in 10Ib.
bundle lots. Call
Shomaker Lumber Co.
McKenzie, Tn. 901 3525777, 7 to 5. After 5,
901 352 3632 also
sawdust.
Small super market in
excellent condition in
Mayfield Ky. 502-2471461 or 247-5961 after
7:30pm.
Two wheel tilt trailer.
6x10 30in. side. 436-2802.
Wood. $25. a rick delivered and stacked.
436-2725.
Wood for Sale. $25 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or
489-2231.
Wood for sale. $20.
delivered. 435-4572.

LEO'S
grand opening
IMMEDIATE
JEWELRY REPAIR
Gold-Silver-Gems
Most rings sized,
fix chain, cleaning
UNDER /
1
2 HOUR!
LOW PRICES, not
fancy not expensive. A few hard to
find gifts. In Coleman Realty (rear)
404 N. 12th St.

MURRAY
REGULAR HRS.
10-S
TUES.-SAT.
Tell A Friend

dishwasher, dishouse in Lakeway
full bath. Located at
posal, and washerdryer
Shores. If you are
Paris Landing on the
hookup. Extra cabinets
economical you may Coast Guard road. $125
and closet space. No
heat with wood.
per month plus utilities.
children. No pets.. $200.
In the City! A
Deposit 'required. 436Deposit. $285. month.
5353.
dream house, two
Call 753 3018 after
753-7575
bedroom,central gas
8:00pm.
Two bedroom house in
heat, completely
Panorama Shores.
Efficiency apartment
redecorated. Got a
Partly furnished. 8115 a
for boys. 1603 College
large family? Want
month. References and
Farm Rd. 491 8225.
to heat with a AsNey
deposit required. Call
Extra large furnished 2
1971 Richardson, 12 x
wood furnace? See
753-6753.
bedroom upstairs
two bedrooms, central
this four bedroom on
Well insulated, 1 and
apartment. Water fur •
air and gas heat.. Un- nished, central-gas
2 acres.
one half story house
heat
furnished. 753-3142
near Murray, 94 East.
and air. Couple
daytime. After 5 pm
Cook stove, built-in
preferred. $165. No pets.
489-2802.
cabinets, utility room.
753 1203.
Mobile home for sale or
$150. Married couple.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
rent. Located in duplex with large
No pets. References.
PROPENTV MANAGEMENT
Puryear. Two bedroom
Deposit. 753-7551.
closets on Northwood
completely furnished.
Dr. Deposit. No pets.
Sale price $7,000. Rent 753-0814.
$200 monthly plus deFurnished one bedroom
posit. 901-247-5357.
apartment near downtown Murray. Call 75328, MOBILE
HOME RENTALS 4109 or 436-2844
One bedroom efficiency
Two bedroom trailer, 10 apartment. Partial
x 55. East of Almo. Call utilities paid. No pets.$90
753-3320.
Call 753-9741.
Extra nice 2 bedroom, 2 One bedroom furnished
bath, 14x70. Close to apartment
Partial
school, unfurnished. utilities paid. $140. per
753-0187 after 6pm.
month. No pets. Call
Trailer for rent 2 753-9741.
bedroom near Murray. One or 2 bedroom
No pets. 489-2611.
apartments for rent at
Two 2 bedroom trailers Embassy Apts. Call
I mile from city limits 753-3530 or 753 4331.
on 121 South. Call One room efficiency
753-6649 or 753-3175.
apartment. $90. 14ocated
Two bedroom trailer, 10.x at corner of 16th and
55, 2 miles Northeast of Olive streets across
from University. Call
Almo. Call 753-3320.
Two bedroom trailer 753-4793.
near Murray. No pets. Small furnished apartment. Private. $90. No
Nice. 489-2611,
Two bedroom mobile children. No pets. See at
home. Reasonably 407 S 8th, Murray.
priced. $75. single, $85. Spacious, quiet 2 beddouble. Small clean room duplex, central
heat and air, appliances
court. 753-8216.
furnished, washer dryer hook-up, in util
ity. Private carport and
Building, 1360 sq ft, patio deck. After
formerly occupied by 3:30pm., call 753 9574 or
Dishes N Things, in 753-6513.
Dixieland Shopping
314 Mein
753-0123
Center on Chestnut. Two bedroom apart
ment
for
rent.
Range,
Days call 753-7972,
oven, refrigerator, disnights, 753-3018.
hwasher, disposal,
Commercial Building. washer and dryer ,r44
>41
Would sell, rent or hookup, air, carpet.
No
lease. Equipment and pets. One year lease
and
living quarters optional. $225 deposit required.
Name your terms. Ow- $225 per month. Call
ner will sacrifice. 753- 753-2622 or753-3865.
Traditional Wedding Rings
1651 during the day or
Two bedroom furnished
753-2477 after 5pm.
or unfurnished apartment. 743. 8730 before 5
pm. 753-6965 after 5pm.
Mae

25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
27 MOBIL
HOMES SALES

Twin Lakes
Office Products

BUSINESS RENTALS

a

AIWA

4.. .1,

Wateisease
Storage Spite
F,,'..,
7534731
)2. APTS. FOR

RFNT

Mn legrog
MURCAl
APARTMENTS
1,1 & 3 bedroom veils Iron

Two bedroom duplex,
$165.00 per 114newly decorated, quiet
Scooped
mit. Newly conarea near univesity.
$210. monthly. 753 8096.
stricted motel heal and err,
Two bedroon
unified, kikkto appliaaces.
townhouse apartment.
Hours Non..j 900Mice
Perfect for students.
Nom,
1240
One half block from
campus. 753-0919 or
Northwood Or.
1-800-292-3574. Mr.
Murretlt.
Dolack.
502.159-4984
Two bedroom apartfend Housing °pow-Unity
ment unfurnished.
Stove,' refrigerator,
disposal, central heat
and air, carpet, utility 34. HOUSES
room. Lots of cabinets
FOR RENT
and closet space. No
pets. Lease and $190. Two bedroom, gas heat,
deposit. $190. a month. washer-dryer hook-up.
No college students. carpeted. 503 S. 6th.
Available Jan. I. 759- $150. per month. Call
362-8063 after 6pm.
1750.
•

AA

THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share They are superbly styled in
elegant 14 carat gold. Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please every possible taste
from clasSic. to contemporary, to avant garde .
and
to assure lasting pride and satisfaction.'

Furches Jewelry
Fall Side %are
,4 '
!
4'1, ‘,4

753,ZU5

Norm. Kt.

.
'44,

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

Poison
Control
753-7588

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
AN Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
492-8983
Day
753 4150

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum end Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

loyd A. McClure

Murray-Calloway
County Nospital

153-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-6952

Rust Signs
Murals
Truck
Lettering
Cold Leaf
All Types
of Sion Work
151610

Police
911

Quality Serifice
Company
Heating on/ Air Cow
ditioning Sales; Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal & Service
Departments

753-9290

CIISTOM KITC11101
CASINETS & CRUM
*CUSTOM SW reaunvet

•cesrem seasimam
omen

753-5940
1212 MAIN

Array
Leather
Shoe.
1111413111Cener

Leather, gifts:.
Purses, billfolds,
belts, etc. Minor

Sboe Repair,
Custom made
leather items.

ANS

1' Al.11., 19 THE

HI BRA .Ky., LEDGER 41 TIMES. Moeda). Dec.-weber 21 1911

31E"X 3IE 311:1

31EARgelk..M
SirrriPPLI
.
i 7
rg

.1•101. 3$. P TS-SUPPLIES
Three bedroom house in
Almo Heights. $275 per
month. Call 7531411.
Three bedroom house,
large kitchen, stove and
refrigerator furnished,
washer hookup, carpeted.
Less then one mile from
Kentucky Lake. $225.
Plus deposit. Water included. 442-3877.

37. LIVESTOCK
-SUPPI IFS

Boarding and grooming
for the holidays. Reasonable rates and 24
hour tender loving care.
AKC white Pekingese
Puppies available for
Christmas. Deposit will
hold. Make reservations, appoint ments and deposits
early. Hidden Valley
Kennels. 435-4506 Lynn
Grove.

Registered Keeshound
puppies for sale. 753)919.
Six /month old black
Great Dane, full pedi
gree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal. 753-6527, 7539101.
Twelve week old AKC
Labrador Retrievers.
Only 3 left. Will hold
untill Christmas. Call
753-4491
White miniature poodle
$50. Call 753-0223.

11

ignm

JPPuET
F
38."="r
-

KM ESTATE g

153-1111

hit

Ins

6%

liii

PURDOM'S
4
4

OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC,
CADILLAC

4

4
4
4
41979 Oldsmobile Delta%
488, 4 door diesel, one%
4
4owner, local car.
4
4
1980 Model AMC Con-4
‘f4
4
corde
44
door
sedan,
i
4
4one owner, low%
mileage, like new.
4
4
it#

41406 W. Main

753-53154

VT ill° WI 10 10 III° 10 10 110 tet60411

• Murray Leather
••
Store
•

Dirielead Shopping Center
•
•

Open Every Day
Until Christmas
•
•

••,'

•
4

••

•Custorn Made Leather Gifts..
*Black Powder Clothing

••

*Rifle Slings, Belts, Hats
•
•

•Wollets, Billfolds
*Ladies Purses
We repair.anything mode
of leather

••

chen, outside
storage. Check it
out at $26,500.
ROLLING
ACRES
SUB-DIV.
Nice 2 bedroom
mobile home, some
furniture, almost
new air conditioning unit, new plumbing, new porch and
underpenning.
Located near East
Ele. School on 1,2
acre lot. Reduced to
$7,900.00.

i
ukctu
753-1222
Horn of
Plenty
There's plenty of
elbow room in this 4
bedroom home
located in a nice
residen3ial area.
The backyard has a
chain-link fence.
The master
bedroom suite is 12
x 15, with its own
bath and a 17 x 22
sitting room. See
these and other
amenities. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
House
Beautiful
All the warmth and
charm will unfold
before you when
you enter this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home. Located on a
large tree shaded
lot. Living room,
formal dining
room, kitchen, den,
2 fireplaces and
study complete the
four different levels.
The new decor is
something to see.
Call Kopperud
Realty today - 7531222.

•
•

•
•

759-9633

g
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REAL-ESTATE
MAN _

15ervkes
"kokette=
P
The Malay Two

Cfla-23
AM/FM RADIO CA31IETTE-00110ga
• 2 way speaker won 4" woofer and 2 nester lat
nth, natural sound
• One button recording System
• Cue and renew plus
tape counhw,for fast
locator,of snecdfc tape Pomona
• Tap Scan control panel for easy Pal yam%
AC'DC operation mth butt n.AC'COM -

Chuck's Music
Murray, Ky.

vatiimaiumminumma

AVAILABLE

, 43. REAL ESTATE

Garage Sale. Christmas
shop with us. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
New and collectible
items. Ornaments,
depression glass, crystal,
china, McCoy, Shawnee,
Hull, antique couch, bells,
chain saw, pictures and
much more. On 641 South
lust across State line at
Hazel. 498-8716.

Ideal ,Christmas gift.
AKC Registered
Doberman Pinscher
43. REAL ESTATE
puppies. Reds and
blacks. Big selection. •
Phone 901-642-5090.
Just in time for
Christmas. Beautiful
AKC Registered miniature Schnauzer puppies.
AKC German Shepard
Salt and pepper colors,
puppies. 28 champions 2 males, 1 female. Tails
and 5 generations. Also docked, wormed and
guard cigars. shots. Lovely tempered
502-554-2153.
dogs. Deposit will hold
AKC, Minature until Christmas. Call
iffeleselese7Sertices
Schnauzer, 8 weeks old. 753-7791.
Wall The kiosk T...ch
Pick now for Christmas Persian Kittens. 11
MOVE IN
gift. Call 753-0726 after 5
weeks old, white, copTODAY
pm anytime on weekends. per eyes, $40. 753-8291
Five miles from
AKC puppy for sale. before 5 : 00 on
2
/
Murray on 11
Siberian Huskies, wsekdays.
Boxers. Ready Jan.6.
acres, 2 bedroom,
Registered Poodle
puppy. 2 females and 1
bath, nice living
Dachshund puppies. for
white male. $45. each.
sale, 7 weeks old, no
room, eat in kit436 2745.
papers. 474-2325.

Arabian Horses tor sale
or lease. Mares,
geldings, all ages.
Terms if needed. 7536126.
Blare mare pony and
saddle for sale. 436-2165.

PUBLIC SALE

OWNER LEFT
TOWN-MAKE
OFFER
This lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath
B.V. is ideally
located at 1501 London Drive, Canterbury. So many
qu3l4ty features,
kitche appliances,
all draperies included. Newly
painted, inside and
out last year. Double garage,
automatic opener,
beautiful landscaped lot. Mid-60's.
CENTER RIDGE
SUBDIVLSIQN
2 B.R.,2 baths, B.V.
and frame home,
electric heat,
range, refrigerator,
fireplace with stove
-insert, 1111 draperies
included, wall-towall carpeting,
close to, lake. See
this one soon at only
$32,000.

3 bedroom brick house
Carpet throughout, 7
bathes, large living
room and den 2 car
garage with large slog
age fl:10111 Call Ige 714S
or 753 2493.
New three bedroom, 1
baths, built in applian
ces Must sell $30,000
Call 189 2670
Nice hide away for year
round living. Furnished
house on 2 lots at Pine
Bluff Shores Relax on
the big sundeck and
watch the deer 90 by
Call 759 1074, /53 2649.

Pads.IL lbws=
lasersace
teal(stile
Saatbsida Caen Sq.
Money, laahocky
153-4451

Strosit.

43. REAL ESTATE
Take This.
Home-Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! *.We've
igot every _confidence this home
will sell within the
month Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property intoa
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How • about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

49. USED CARS

, 2111311Wirli7,

Alike Gest to Coast
Omen Irma herywhere
hid* Service Sate 19611
1917 Coliwater lend
Money, Beeletky 4101
($42)IS3-91116
Anytime
ill L =NM
Broker
dmesod & WNW

Three bedroom brick
h ome, carpet
throughout, 2 baths,
large living room and
den, 2 car garage with
large storage room
Call 489 2145 or 753 8394.
Two bedroom frame
house Large lot, good
well, has wood or
electric heat, TVA ap
proved insulation
Garage and storage
building. $14000. Small
down payment, balance
monthly at 10 and three
quarters percent inter
est. Located in Stella
Call 489 2595.

1ERVICE5OFFER ED SE R VICES OFF_EitE

111110 Mode AM
Concorde
sedan, one o
low mile&
new.

Purdont
Oidsmokii.
Pontioc
Codilloc
14116 W Mae Strew
753431 S

SOUSED TRUCKS
1972 Datsun pickup
I speed, relatively good
condition $850 753 0475
after 5 00pm
1976 Silverado short
wheel base pickup
White, 350 automatic.
air, AM FM stereo.
turbine wheels, roll bar
Extra sharp 753 9872
80 GMC Van Conver
Fully customized
Sion
with refrigerator, sink,
stereo, couch (converts
into bed), rally wheels.
custom paint and cap
a
chairs, 13,000 miles
Reply to 753 5014
For sale. 1971 Chevy
Blazer 4 wheel drive
winch, new
P T.0
table, heavy duty
bumper. Factory mag
wheels, good tires, ex
cellent operating con
dition $1500. 753 129.4.
SURPLUS CARS.
JEEPS AND TRUCKS
NOW AVAILABLE thru
local Government
Sales, call 1 714 569 0241
for your directory on
how to purchase Open
24 hours

K & k STUMP REMO
v AL Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land c leered of
stumps" We can re
move stumps up to 24
inches below the
ground. leaving only
sawdust and chips Call
for tree estimates Bob
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435 4319
MOBILE HOME AN
underpinning
CHORS
roofs sealed, patio
awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
753 1873 Jack
homes
Glover
Need work on your
prun
trees) Topping
mg, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
BOVER S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
lessional tree case
753 853e
Professional
Paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings. top
sides, commercial or
Call
residential

Santa's Budget
Beater
..;129TOR CYCLES_
47
...
Put this house on
1980 Yamaha 400 Special
your Christmas list. with mag wheels, wind
jammer, custom seat,
A neat and pretty
luggage carrier, elec
two bedroom
tronic ignition. If your
remodeled home looking for a bike, look at
that is close to this one. $1,200. Call 527
schools. Well in- 8372.
1981 Honda Express II
sulated, with a floor
1980 Honda Express
and
the
furnace. Enjoy
II. Both in excellent
wooden deck in the
condition. 753 6342 after
summer. Look it 5pm
over and make an
49 USED CARS
offer. Listed in the
2 BOATS & MOTORS
$20's. Phone Santa's Helpers at KopWINTER. DISCOUNT.
19ft. Deck Cruiser. 2
perud Realty today
years old. Trailer and
-753-1222.
115 Johnson motor.
Ho,Ho,Ho!
Phone 436 2802
1978 Grand
You'll smile with
LeMans Pontiac,
3. SERVICES
delight when you
Maroon, 2 door,
OFFERED
hear the extremely
interior, ALCOA ALUMINUM
deluxe
good financing
automatic, air, PS, SIDING or vinyl siding
terms available on
PB,
overage and trim Aluminum
this 42 wooded acre
trim for brick houses
Local
mileage.
tract near KenJack Glover 753 1873
in
trade
see
come
tucky Lake in the
APPLIANCE SER .
and drive.
VICE, KENMORE.
Ledbetter Church
WHIRLPOOL and
community. Owner
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
financing available
years experience
attractive
very
Bobby Hopper, Bob's
terms. Offered at
Appliance Service, 203 S
5th. 753 4872 or 753 8886.
;27,500. Phone 753701 Maim
Alexander Septic Tank
1 222, Kopperud
753-5273
Cleaning. Vacuum
Realty for direccleaned from your
tions and all other
Industrial,
1963 Ford Fairlane. 21 driveway
details.
miles per gallon, good residential, or corn

Tremon Farris
759 198/
Remodeling Home Re
Quality work.
pair
guaranteed, free es
timates and consulta
Gargus
B
G
ton
753 0185

Roofing Hot Tar and
gravel roofs Ask about
5 year guarantee Root'.
coated cold or ho'
applic ations
roots removed and I's
Complete root
placed
and decking remOve,
and replaced Roil foot
mg, fiberglass shiagle•
installed on straigro
4.11 foot $33 SO L4bor
and material All *OS•
The Pro
guaranteed
teSSiOnalS Yates Soot
mg Co I 642 0158 Ca collect
Tree trimming and
hedges and
removal
Ca..
shrubs F ,rewood
753 5476
Wet basement' *
make wet basement.
work iomplefeii,
dry
Caii
guaranteed
Morgan (on
write
struchen Co RI 2 Bo.
109 A Padui
41001 or itli day
night I 112 7026
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skil
saws ait 'si 4656

56 FREE

COLUMN

two black kittens •,
I male
give away
Make goo,'
temaie
Christmas presents
call 435 4/68
*44*4*44.11-17

MICROWONf
OVEN PRICED TO SELL OUT'

FOR
SALE

•ir

44

PARKER
FORD

West Ky.
Appliance Ctr.
Hwy.641 H.

21 hour
condition. 437 4945.
mercial
41970 Olds 98 convertible, service. Call 753 5933
collectors item, - gold All your plumbing and
Does your family need
with white top. Excel
air conditioning needs
economical housing? Within
lent condition, extra Also do carpentry, pain
walking distance of school?
STEREO FOR YOUR CAR
clean, original top, 52, ting, roof
With two bedrooms and two
000 actual miles, one ing and concrete. All
baths? low maintenance
owner. White leather work done to satisfac
and excellent quality? At a
interior, 6 way power tion. 753 2211.
price of less than $16,000?
seats. For convertible Asphalt driveways and
lovers. Anxious to sell. parking lots sealed by
Pm coil 753-1492 now,
after hours 753-0187.
Call 753 6500 after 5p.m.
Sears For free
1972 Olds 88. Good tires estimates call 753 2310
and good mechanically,
18mpg. $500. Phone
ROOFING
435 4351 after 5pm.
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
1974 Ford Station Wa
References. All wbri
gon. Drives good, new
guaranteed. Free
inside. $575 or best
[NETT* MIS, IF.PITMS ®
RISC-$l1 cAaurrVwlCtIVt
Estimates. Coll 759offer. 753 9672.
1200 Sycamore
7534511.
1159 of
1975 Comet 4 door, 302
Treat yourself to excellence There is no belts,
Murray. Kentucky 42071
engine, power steering,
15021 753-1492
way than with KENWOODI With its high tech
Autom
nology performance, the result of exceptional
air, good condition
engineering. Kenwood car.stereo lets you an;oy
will do work on auto
753 9181 or 753 8124.
music the way you like it It s in a class by itself
matic and all gasoline
PRICED FOR QUICK
1976 tan Monte Carlo
May we demonstrate
work
All
trucks
engined
SALE. Three bedroom
$2500 or best offer Call
home in town on large
767 2548
call 437
guaranteed
lot, 150 x 106. This home
1977 Black Grand Prix
4546
is neat and clean ready
Li. Red interior. $3100
and vinyl re
to move in. Insulated
or best offer. Excellent Carpet
garage and fenced back
pairs and installation
condition. Call 759 1167
Quaran
yard. Ideal investment
Quality woOk
1977 Malibu Classic
property convenient to
teed Call 753 0285
Landau. Black, power
stores, could be zoned
and
brakes, 410.1ker steering, Concrete block
commercial. Talk to us
brick work. 20 years
tilt, AM
conditioh,
air
For
about financing.
experience. Free es
FM stereo, extra sharp
more information call
timates Call 753 5476
9872.
753
Spann Realty Assoc.
Fence sales at Sears
Prix
1977 white Grand
Asisi)
753-7724.
753 2310
with red top, low now. Call Sears
7531113
SI
Ditstist
for
estimate
for
free
mileage,excenent condi
44.1.D.TS FOR_SA L E
your needs
on
i
Approximately .44 acres
For your lime hauling
436
Call
$3250
loaded,
on corner of Penny road
and lime spreading,
2682 after 5p m
and Spring Creek
gravel,
1978 Chevy Monza. white rock,
Church road. Call 489
hauling
4,
$2950. .si.and, coal
Automatic, air
2425.
•
or see Roger
Extra clean and sharp. call 753 4545
Ten acres for sale 10
10
Located
Hudson
Rab
Volkswagon
1978
miles east of Murray
on Hwy 94
bit 2 door, automatic, miles east
759-1989.
velour interior, air and Furniture Stripping and
Three acres wooded
E xtra Repair Call 753 7499
$3550
sunroof
property. Kirby 'en
clean and sharp. 435
G ENERAL HOME
nings Trail area Close 4791.
15 years ex
REPAIR
to lake.' Asking $2,750
Carpentry,
pertence
Crui
Land
Toyota
1978
Call 753 6054.
Hardtop, warn concrete, plumbing,
ser
•
15. FARMS FOR SALE winch, 5 new tires, roofing, sliding NO
4.
exceffent condition Call JOB TO SMALL Free .
Secluded 5 acre farm
Days 474
estimates
753 8118
with brick .home and
2359, nights 474 2276
$10 00 Gift certificate on Men or Women's Boots
1979 T Bird Town Lan
large barn. S25,000. Call
Fully loaded, General Home Repair
dau
Use Now of Later
5 9 pm. 759 1644
Carpentry, concrete,
priced for quick sale
plumbing, roofing,
44 HOME •R SA 0 Call 901 747 AM
Free
electrical, siding
house
The Addle Jones
Reasonable
estimates
/89
7526
in Stella Call
Men & Women
rates Bill Warren 753
nights
8430
General hauling. Lime,
white rock, rip rap,
5.
Men's
morter. sand, lumber,
ties and machinery
Womens and Misses
Call 753 661641fer 6pm
1977
Guttering by Sears
Students $14"
Sears continuous gut
Children
ters installed for your
spec.tications Call
Sears 753 1310 for free
_

f.
21.
LMETTA MIS,1E/ITNS®
Iwo Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(5021753.1492.

KENWOOD

The ultimate
stereo.

f21.

"PtekeelestokSemiess
With The Frketray Tema I

NEED MORE
ROOM???
Then this is it!!
Five bedrooms,
three baths, quality
tri-level home on
105 x 140 lot in
Canterbury. Central ele. heat pump
and air. 2 car
garage. Priced in
low $70,000.
COUNTRY
CHARMER
In Candlelight
Estates Sub-Div.,
lovely 3 B.R., 2
bath, B.V. has
many quality
features - fireplace
with stove insert,
central elec. heat
pump, air conditioning. Entry hall,
terrific kitchen with
range, exhaust fan,
disposal. Large
wooden deck, 2-car
garage, elec.
2 acre
1
opener. On /
well-landscaped lot.
A good buy at
$59,900.00.

Sunset Boulerard
RECORDS - TAPES - STEREOS

Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plaza

FREE

Kenny Rogers Jeans

For
Sale

C11-RtSTM AS SPECIAL
4 bedrooms, 2
Y2 Block
lots of
kitchen,
country
utility,
baths,
cabinets, front porch, six inch outside
walls, super insulated, energy efficient,
heat pump
from University,

Ford
Granada
Ghia.
Is tale S311111

Good condition;.
clean, good family
car. Asking 52.3111.
Call 1534421 after 5

Levi Jeans
'15.95
'23.95
'12.95 -

One Complete Group of

estimate

Dress Slacks, Leather Vests,
Jackets, Shins, Coots etc.

••

•

3 Off
/
1
Upen9om to9pm

759-1074 753-2649 753-5791

I,

••
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OBITUARIES

Barge Collision Report
About Three Months Off

I

Services
In Chapel
For Easle

Seth Cooper
Dies; Rites
Tuesday
Services for Seth
Cooper, 84, H-3 Southside
Manor, will be Tuesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating. Music
will be by choir of Grace
Baptist Church where he
was a member.
Pallbearers will be
Dewey Hall, Brent Manning, Carson Green, Otis
Hatcher, Don Hale and
Cassel Garrison. Burial
will be in New Concord
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today.
Cooper died Sunday at 2
a.m. at his home. He had
served as a constable for
Calloway County, a
policeman with city of
Murray, and as a police
chief with city of Hazel.
The Murray man was
married to the former
Ola McCuiston who died
Oct. 31, 1948. He later
married Ethel Pittman
who died Nov. 17, 1971.
Born March 21, 1897, in
Trigg County, he was the
son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Newton Cooper.
Survivors include three
daughters, Miss
Myrtlean Cooper and
Mrs:- Louise Garrison,
Murray, and Mrs. H. A.
(Juna) McClure,
Phoenix, Ariz.; three step
daughters, Mrs. Lora.Edwards, Nashville, Mrs.
Ruby Bray, Rt. 1, Murray, and Mrs. Imogene
Grayal, Birmingham,
Mich.
Also surviving are a
sister, Mrs. Lallie
Parker, Evansville, Ind.;
a brother, Josh Cooper,
Oklahoma City, Okla.;
eight grandchildren; 18
great grandchildren.

Services for Reece
Easley, 74, Rt. 1, Farmington, were today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Harry Nall
officiating. J. C. and
Edith Warren provided
the music.
Active pallbearers
were Michael and James
Keel, Sonny Britt, and
James, Hollis and Danny
Easley. Honorary
pallbearers were 011ie
Easley, Kenneth Keel,
Larry Harpole, Harold
Wright, and Donald and
George Townley.
Entombment was in
Highland Park
mausoleum,Mayfield.
Easley died Saturday
at 4 p.m. at Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He
owned and operated a
water well service. He
was a member of Story's
Chapel United Methodist
Church and Woodmen of
the World.
The deceased was an
Air Force veteran of
World War H. Born Nov.
30, 1908, in Graves County, he was the son of the
late Ed Easley and Sally
Emerson Easley.
Survivors include his
wife, Bronzie Keel
Easley, to whom he was
married Nov. 18, 1926;
four sisters, Mrs. Gladys
Johnson, Akron, Ohio,
Mrs. Allie Mae Dennis,
New Orleans, La., Mrs.
Ruth Harpole, Rt. 1, Farmington, and Mrs. Mary
Townley, Coldwater; a
brother, Luther Easley,
Coldwater.

Carl Moody
Services
Conducted

Services for Carl L.
Moody, 85, Rt. 1, Almo,
were today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalockleman Funeral Home
Services for Mrtarit="'")with
%
Lndon Ferguson
mie Simpcon, 94, Rt. 1, and Henry Hargis ofHazel, were Sunday at 2 ficiating. John Wyatt
p.m. in the chapel of Max directed the song service
Churchill Funeral Home with singers from
with the Rev. Joe Gard- Hickory Grove Church of
ner and the Rev. James Christ where he was a
Lawson officiating. J. C. member.
and Edith Warren providPallbearers were
ed the music.
James Grinm, Barry
Pallbearers were Bud- Hale, Hal Crouch, Carlos
dy Windsor, Michael Elkins, Dennis Nall and
Keel, Clyde Dick, Leon Ronnie McLemore.
Dick, James Boyd Har- Burial was in Murray
ding and J. D. Waldrop. Memorial Gardens.
Burial was in Story's
Moody died Saturday at
Chapel Cemetery.
3:15 a.m. at MurrayMrs. Simpson died Fri- Calloway County
day at Westview Nursing Hospital. A retired
Home.
employee of Tappan
Company, Murray, Division, he was born May 28,
1896, to the late Robert E.
Moody and Lula B.
Hodges Moody.
Survivors include his
wife, Marie Elkins
Services for Mrs. Ethel Moody, to whom he was
Key, 90, 903 Poplar St., married Feb. 12, 1922;
wIl be Tuesday at 2 p.m. four daughters, Mrs.
in the chapel of J. H. Bunas (Sara Jane)
Churchill Funeral Home Barnett, Lincoln Park,
with Dr. Bill Whittaker Mich., Mrs. Bert
and the Rev. George T. (Geneva) Collins, Rt. 4,
Moody officiating. Gus Murray, Mrs. Billy Joe
Robertson, Jr., will be (Carlene) Hale, Rt. 1,
soloist and Richard Jones Almo, and Mrs. Carlos
will be organist.
(Wilda) Crouch, Rt. 7,
Burial will follow in the Murray; a brother, Gobel
Murray City Cemetery.
Moody, Rt. 8, Murray;
Friends may call at the five grandchildren; three
funeral home after 3 p.m. great grandchildren.
today.
Mrs. Key died Sunday
at 12:50 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Humphrey Key, died Oct.
31, 1981. Born Dec. 15,
John Buchanan, 89,
1891, in Calloway County, died today at 3:40 a.m. at
she was the daughter of Murray-Calloway County
the late Isaac Thomas Hospital.
Crawford and Nevada
The Murray man had
Agnes Watson Crawford.
been employed by MurThe Murray woman, a ray Water System for 46
former school teacher, years before his retirewas a member of First ment. A member of
Baptist Church, the Seventh and Poplar
Garden Department of Church of Christ, he was
Murray Woman's Club born Oct. 14, 1892, in
and Calloway County Calloway County to the
late Vince Buchanan and
Genealogic's+)Society.
Survivors include two Jane Rowlett Buchanan.
Survivors inelude three
nieces, Mrs. Joe (Mary
gink Anna) ,Seavers Rt. - 1,
soas, James Boyd
_Murray, and Mrs: Buchanan, Rt. 2, Murray,
Talmadge (Ruth Agnes) Robert Buchanan,
Riley, Benton; three Metropolis, Ill., and Paul
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Elmo Buchanan, Murray; a
(Potter) Fain and Mrs. sister, Mrs. Beulah Dry,
Charlie (Gladys) Louisville; five grandWilliams, I.ynn Grove, children; seven-greatand Mrs. Harold (Myrtle) grandchildren.
Itouglas,• Murray;
Blalock -Coleman
brother-in-law, Joe Key, Funeral Home is in
l'adutah.
charge of arrangements.

Mks. Simpson
Rites Sunday

Mrs. Key's
Services
Tuesday

STUDENT DISPATCHER RECOGNIZED - Eva Sullivan of Fredonia Route
2, a senioe at Murray State University, was recently recognized for
demonstrating professional excellence in her part-time job as a dispatcher in the
university security office. Security director Joe Green, left, said Miss Sullivan
recently helped officers apprehend a suspect who was thought to be stealing
items from parked cars at a campus concert. he explained that she received a
telephone call from a high-rise dormitory resident who was watching the suspect
and she then relayed a detailed account of the suspect's location to police. Also
offering congratulations is assistant security director William Kidd. She is the
daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Clifton F.Sullivan of Fredonia Route 2.

temporary suspension,"
Halsey said.
Testimony during the
hearing revealed that the
pilots apparently
misunderstood an apparent agreement they
had made for passing
each other at a sharp
bend in the river. They
made the arrangement
by radio shortly before
the collision.
Ernest Johnson, 53,
pilot of the northbound
Bruce Brown, said the
Fort Dearborn violated
the agreement by steering close to the Indiana
shore instead of staying
near the middle of the
river.
Richrd Gholson, 26,
pilot of the Fort Dearborn, said the Bruce
Brown was supposed to
wait south of the bend until the southbound Foil
Dearborn had passed
through the area.

Reservoir Collapse Drives 100 From Homes

Investigation Into Sludge Slide Underway
HARLAN, Ky.(AP)A formal investigation
was kicked off today into
the collapse of a coalfield
reservoir, and the probe
will apparently look into
the possibility of
sabotage.
The collapse of the
refuse pile last Friday,
which sent a wave of
sludge and debris careening toward the community of Ages, killed a
woman and drove about
100 people from their
homes. Ages is a community about five miles
east of Harlan.

Norman Yarbrough,
president of Eastover
Mining Co., said he had
received information
about a reputed bombing,
and had turned that
report over to authorities,
"They're handling it
and we know nothing else
about it," he said.
Sam Alloway, chief
engineer for Eastover in
Harlansaid the company
had received "two phone
calls from people who
said they heard explosions." Alloway said he
suspected sabotage but
did not indicate who
might have been respon-

sible.
Funeral services were
scheduled today for
Nellie Woolum, 65, a
widow who was trapped
in her home when the
muck began its two-mile
slide down a mountain.
Last June, she had won
a $2,500 judgment against
Eastover in connection
with an old slate pile 900
feet from her home. She
claimed it had spilled
debris onto her property
during 1977 and 1978
floods.
The company's attorney, Karl Forester,
said the case "generally

KSU President Favors CHE Plan
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - Kentucky State
University President Dr.
William Butts has heaved
an official sigh of relief
over a higher education
desegregation plan affecting his school.
Earlier recommendations on the matter included one to reduce Kentucky State to a two-year
community college under
the University of Kentucky system.
But the plan approved
by the state Council on
Higher Education, and
endorsed by a KSU
regents' committtee,
would maintain Kentucky
State's status as a fouryear institution.
Butts told the regents
committee on Saturday

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Amencan Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford
G.A F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
GOO/
Heablein
IBM
Jerico
k-mart
Pelmet
Quaker Oats
Tell&CO
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's
C.E.F. Fund

-1.14
31% -%
241 unc
312% -v.
UM +4.
3% .%
!hoc
13% +
X%
37% +4.
21 +%
20% inc
If .'4
374. %
31% unc
56% one
11%13 26%A
16 anc
11%
36% -%
306
ki
+V.
13% au
• .1314

that he favors the higher
The university's budget
education council plan would be kept at ;9.3
because it calls for no million for the 1982-84
reduction in the universi- biennum.
ty's budget and permits
Regent Elliott Marcus
expanded academic pro- was the only member of
grams.
the Enhancement Committee who voted against
The plan, endorsed by a the proposal, adopted
2-1 vote of the KSU corn- Dec. 3 by the state Counmittee, calls for KSU to cil on Higher Education.
excel in a liberal arts
Marcus said he did not
studies program and in consider the plan an
academic services to enhancement of KSU as
community students and required by federal
state employees.
guidelines.

revolved around how
much money it would
take for the debris to be
cleaned up. Eastover was
always willing to pay to
clean it up."
Eastover had created
the refuse pile by dumping waste from its
Brookside Mine No. 3.
Yarborough said his
firm is working hard to
repair the damage, adding that workers have
been pumping water
from the site.
"What I can say will
not recover the losses,"
he added, "but we are
working very hard to
minimize the suffering."
About a third of the
community's 300
residents were evacuated
during the accident,
which destroyed three
houses and daThaged
several others.

Inspectors from the
Mine Safety and Health
Administration were at
the site observing the
cleanup. The federal
agency will begin its formal investigation today,
said Ray Helton of the'
District 7 MSHA office in
Harlan.
The disposal area had
been examined last Monday and was declared
safe by an inspector from
the office, district
manager Thomas S.
Mark said.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
declared a state of
emergency in Harlan
County and activated a
detachment of National
Guardsmen to protect
property. Kentucky State
Police said the pond had
been restraining about
200,000 cubic feet of
waste.

thank
wishes to
UNIVERSITY GULF
successful 1981.
MAS &
everyone for o
MERRY
YEAR
VIAPPY NEW

CHRISTMHS
For your good friendship
throughout the year,we offer
our most festive wishes for a
season filled with lots of cheer.
Have a wonderful time:

Ray Venable, director
of the Harlan County
Rescue Squad, said Sunday that about 50 of the
evacuees "will sleep in
their own beds tonight."
Venable said those
allowed to return live in
homes that were not affected by the slide.
"None of the stuff had
actually touched their
houses," said Venable.
"But, now the places that
were in the sludge
path...that's another matter."
He said it was
"anyone's guess" when
the other 50 residents
would be allowed to go
home.
The sludge covered a
mile-long area and spilled onto the highway
leading into Harlan. In
spots the mud was 10 feet
deep.

,
siwk-...A. -

Gulf

University
Gulf Service
At 5 Points
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-5782
L.D. Workman Owner

%."Crel Ftv

•

TO TM= WORL.C2

As the star of wonder

Murray Man
Dies Today

-.

tion Safety Board conducted the public hearings, which closed Saturday. William R. Woody of
the safety board said his
report will be completed
in five or six months.
Woody said the board
may make suggestions to
the towboat owners as to
how they could have
prevented the accident.
Halsey also said more
data is needed on the actions of the towboat
pilots, and he expects to
ask the Coast Guard here
to pursue that angle.
The Coast Guard could
decide to bring charges
against the pilots before
an administrative law
judge, Halsey said. If the
judge were to find them
guilty, he could impose
penalties ranging from a
formal reprimand to
license revocation.
"Something like this
will probably result in a

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- Although a bearing into the Dec.9 collision of two Ohio River
vessels has been completed, a U.S. Coast
Guard hearing officer
said it will be about three
months before a final
report is issued.
Lt. Cmdr. Douglas
Halsey, who presided
over hearings into the
mishap, said he doubts
that the owners of the
towboats Bruce Brown
and Fort Dearborn
violated any federal
regulations on river
navigation.
But Halsey added that
the owners could be fined
for polluting the river.
Diesel oil spilled into the
river near Brandenburg
after the crash, which ignited a fire on several
barges.
The Coast Guard and
the National Transporta-

guided three kings on
a wondrous night so
long ago... ntany the
meaning of this
holy day lead you to a
renewed sense of
peace,love and joy
everlasting.

sto.

The Place

Security Federal

Southside Manor

BEST

COPY AVAILABLE

Savings & Loan
Association

1600 Johnson
FSLIC
759-1234

